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ABSTRACT

Department of Water Resources Engineering

M.Sc. Engineering

A STUDY ON STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP OF ATRAl RIVER

The present study investigated the stage-discharge relationship of the Atrai river. The
analysis of stage-discharge relations for four stations: Panchagarh, Bushirbandar, Mohadebpur
and Atrai were carried out. Both power type and parabolic equations were selected for
establishing stage-discharge relations. Annual rating curves were established for each station.
It was found that no substantial shifting control had occurred. Stage-discharge curves of
different stations for the same year were investigated so as to establish a correlation between
them; however no correlationship could be established.

Test for bias and goodness of fit were also applied to investigate the reliability of both
power type and parabolic stage-discharge relations. All the equations were found to be free
from bias and most cases dispersion of the measured data about the fitted rating curve were
fOlmdto be even and within fivepercents of significant level. In most cases parabolic equations
fitted well than the power type .equations. For extrapolation purpose parabolic equations were

found better than that of power type equations. For small range of gauge height, power type

equations gave better results than parabolic equations.

Mean depth discharge relations were also established using both for power type and
parabolic equations. But power type and parabolic equations of stage-discharge relation fitted
better compared to those of mean depth-discharge relationship.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

. For planning, design and operation of water resources projects hydrological.data are
velYimportant. Analysisof hydrologic data constitutes the first step for projects dealing with
irrigation, water supply, flood control, water power, water control stmctureand navigation
etc. Basic data required for the analysis and design of these projects include such data as:
climatological, hydro-meteologlcal, soil type, cropping type and' pattern, consumptive use
and geo-morphologlc information of the basin such as area, slope, elevation etc.

Streamflow data take an important dimension in flood management and irrigation.
For environmental pollution control streamflow data is also very important. Streamflow data
include mainly stage and discharge. Both stage and discharge of a river vary with time.
Discharge measurements are difficult, expensive and time consuming, and require' qualified

technical personnel. In general it is not practicable to measure the discharge continuously.

To obtain a continuous record of the stage at a site is relatively simple. An observed record
of stage can easily be converted into a record of discharge using a stage-discharge relation
or rating curve developed earlier for any given gauging station. Measurements at higher
stages are difficult and may take time. Thus at a majority of gauging stations, discharge
measurements are not available for high flood stages. In that case, stage-discharge relation

is extrapolated beyond the available discharge measurements. So stage-discharge relation
need to be representative and as accurate as possible.

Stage-discharge relations vary from time to time. Measurement of discharge involves
many uncertainties, such as in measuring width, velocity, depth etc. So the reliability of the
stage-discharge' relation needs to be investigated, Stage-discharge relations also vary from

station to station. Generally at an upstream location, the stage-discharge curve may have
steeper slope due to steeper slope of the river, while at a downstream point the curve is

expected to have a flatter slope. So comparison of stage-discharge relations at different
stations may also be instructive.



In Bangladesh stage-discharge relations are generally established by power type

equations. But no tests for absence of bias and goodness of fit are generally done.

In major rivers like the Jamuna, Brahmaputtra and Ganges a number of studies were

undertaken which investigated stage-discharge relationships of these rivers. But limited

studies have so far been undertaken on minor or mediunl rivers. It was felt necessary to

Imdertake such study for a medium size river like Atrai. Other reasons for choosing the river

for this study are that a relatively long record of discharge measurement is available from

a number of gauging stations, as many as four discharge measurement stations are

maintained and operated along the river by the Bangladesh Water Development Board

(BWDB).

1.2 Measurement of Stage and Discharge

The stage of a streanl is the height of water surface above an established datum

plane. The water sillface elevation with reference to some arbitrary or predetermined gauge

datum is called the gauge height.

The datum of gauge may be a recognized datum, such as mean sea level or an

arbitrary datum plane chosen for convenience. An arbitrary datum plane is selected for the

convenience of using relatively low gauge height. To eliminate the possibility of negative

values of gauge height, the datum selected for operating purpose is usually below the

elevation of zero flow on the control for all conditions. A permanent datum need to be

maintained so that only one datunl for the gauge height record is used for the life of the

station. Gauge height is often used interchangeably with the more general term stage,

although gauge height is more appropriate when used with a reading on a gauge.

Gauge height records may be obtained by a water. stage recorder, by systematic

observation of a non-recording gauge, or by noting only peak stages with a crest-stage

gauge. Telemetering systems are used to transmit. gauge height information t.o points distant

from the gauging station.

Streamflow flow, or discharge, is defined as the volume rat.e of flow of the wat.er,

including any sediment or other solids t.hat may be dissolved or mixed with water. Various
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methods used in measuring discharge are area-velocity method, moving boat.method, slope-

area method, portable weirs and flumes, et.c. The basic instnunent. most. commonly used in
.making the measurement. is the current. met.er. Echo sounder is used in some Iimit.ed large

river of the country. For other st.at.ionssounding lead, gauging reel, sounding rod etc. are
used for depth measurement.

A current. met.er measurement is the summation of t.he products of the partial areas
of the stream cross-section and their respect.ive average velocities. The formula Q = l: (80

represent.s the computation, where Q is t.ot.al discharge, 8 is an individual partial cross-
sectional area, and v is t.he corresponding mean velocity of the flow normal t.o the partial
area. In the mid-sect.ion method of making a current. met.er measurement. it is assumed that
the velocity sample at. each location represents the mean velocity in a partial rectangular
area. The area extends lat.erally from half the dist.ance from t.he preceding met.er location t.o
half the dist.ance t.o the next. and vertically, from the wat.er sUlface t.o t.he sounding dept.h.

Mean sect.ionmethod also used for discharge measurement.. Mid-sectionmet.hod is generally
used. Mid-section method is simpler to compute and is a slightly more accurate procedure
than mean section met.hod.

Current meters; timers and counting equipment are used when making conventional
types of measurements. Use of additional equipment used depends on the type of
measurements being made.' Instnlments and equipment used in making current meter

measurements are current meters, sounding equipment, width-measuring equipment,
equipment assemblies etc.

1.3 Rating Curve

A rating curve is a graph that shows the relation between the water level elevat.ion
or stage of a river channel at. a certain cross-section and the corresponding discharge at that
section. If the measured discharge is plotted against. t.he corresponding stage, the data will
normally define a curve which is approximately parabolic, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Such a curve
is generally satisfactory for a good majority of rivers where the discharge station has been
select.ed with due regard to t.he essent.ial requirement.s of a good gauging site and t.he stream

is not. subject.ed to t.oo rapid fluct.uations of the stage. If a st.at.ionpossesses a permanent
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control, the rating curve is essentially permanent, but it should be confirmed by periodic

observations. Some stations have two or more controls each serving for a different range of
stage. This condition can result in a rather abmpt break in the rating curve at the stage
corresponding to a change in the control.

The discharge measured for a particular stage may be different under shifting control.

The stage of a river may be rising or falling or remain constant. During rising stage of the
river the measured discharge is more than that during a falling stage for the same stage.

Thus the plot of discharge measurements for a rising stage fall to the right side and that for
a falling stage to the left side of the mean rating curve. Such type of rating curve is called
a looped rating curve as shown in Fig. 1.2. On same river shape of the rating curve may
vary with water surface slope, change in co-efficient of roughness due. to scour and
deposition in bed and bank, growth of vegetation, and variable inflow in the downstream

direction fro.m station to station etc. The river Atrai provide with an opportunity to
investigate these aspects in the present study.

1.4 Atrai River

The Atrai originates in a beel or depressed area of Baikunthapur in India. As shown
in Fig. 1.3, the liver initially enters into Bangladesh territoI}' with the name Koratoya at
Bardeshwari of Panchagarh district. At downstream it is renamed as Atrai near Khanshama
Thana of Dinajpur. It mns upto Sahamjhiaghat before entering India again.

The Atrai mns about 50 Jun long in India. The river re-enters in Bangladesh at
Naogaon and flows southward and ultimately falls at Hurasagar. The total length of the river
is about 340 Jun. The river is non-tidal.

Atrai river may be considered into two parts namely upper and lower AtraL The
upper reach may be considered from Panchagarh to Dinajpur and the lower reach from
Naogaon to Atrai Railway Bridge. There are nine water level and four discharge
measurement stations on this river. Water level measuring stations are located at Bardeswari,
Panchagarh, Debiganj, Khansama, Bushirbandar, Sahamjhiaghat, Chakhariharpur,

.Mohadebpur and Atrai Railway Bridge. Discharge stations are at Panchagarh, Bushirbanqar,
Mohadebpur and AtraL

4



Fig. 1.~ Looped rating CIJrve
Source: Wilson E.M,Engineering Hydrology,19B3
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1.5 Objective of the Study
The objective of this research.is to investigate stage-discharge relationship of the

Atrai river at several selected stations by analyticar approach. The main emphasis is on

statistical analyses. The specific objectives are as follows:

1. Stage-discharge (h-Q) relation or rating curve willbe established at selected stations

of the Atrai river;
2. Stage-discharge relation at different stations willbe compared to investigate, at least

qualitatively, how they change along the river reach;
3. Statistical analysis of the uncertainties involved in the stage-discharge relation will

be performed and reliability of h-Q relations will be investigated, and
4. As an alternative to h-Q relation, efforts will also be made to correlate Q with

appropriate cross-sectional parameters, such as mean depth.
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Chapter 2

STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIP

2.1 Introduction
The conversion of a record of stage in a record of discharge is done using a stage-

discharge relationship. Continuous records of discharge at gauging stations are computed
by applying the discharge rating for the stream. The terms rating, rating curve, st.ation rating
and stage-discharge relation are synonymous.

2.2 Control
The stage-discharge relation is defmed by the complex interaction of channel

characteristics, including cross-sectional area, shape, water surface slope, sinuosity,
roughness of stream bed and bank and vegetal cover. Among these elements, which control

the stage-discharge relationship either individually or iIi a combination with other known as
control.

Knowledge of t.he channel feat.ures that control the st.age-discharge relationship is

important. If the control is stable the stage-discharge relation will be stable. If the control
is subjected to change then frequent discharge measurements are required for the continual

recalibration of the stage-discharge relation which increases the operating cost of the

gauging station and results in impairment of the accuracy of the streamflow record.

Classification of control

According to one classification the c.ontrol can be divided as section control and
channel control. Another classification divides them as permanent control and shifting
,control. Third classification calls them natural and artificial control. Fourth classification 'may
be complete, compound, and partial control (WMO 1980).

Section control. In term of open channel hydraulics, critical depth control is generally
termed section control, if a critical flow section exists a short distance downstream of the
gauging station. Section control exists when the geometry of a single cross-section is such
as to constrict the channel, or when a downward break in bed slope occurs at a cross-
'section. A section control may'be natural or manmade. It may be a ledge of rock across the



channel, a boulder covered riffle, an overflowdam or any other physical feature capable of
maintaining a fairly stable relation between stage and discharge (WMO 1980).

. Channel control. Channel control exists when the geometry and roughness of a long
reach of channel downstream from the gauging station are the elements that control the

relation between stage and discharge. Channel control consists of all the physical features
of the channel which determine the stage of the river at a given point for a given rate of

flow. These features include the size, slope, roughness, alignment, constrictions and
expansions, and shape of the channel. The length of channel that is effective as a control
increases with discharge. Generally speaking, the flatter the stream gradient, the longer the
reach of channel control (WMO 1980).

Permanent control and shifting control. A control is permanent if the stage-discharge
relation it defines does not change with time; otherwise it is inlpermanent and generally

called a shifting control (WMO 1980). A shifting control exit where the stage-discharge
relation changes in the physical features that form the station control.

Natural control. Natural control is not man made but it is made naturally. Natural
controls vary widely in geometry and stability. The primary cause of changes in natural
controls is the high velocity associated with high discharge.

Artificial control. Artificial controls are stmctures built for the specific purpose of
controlling the stage-discharge relation. A highway bridge, or paved floodway channel that
serves incidentally as a control is not classed as an artificial control.

Complete control. A complete control is one that governs the stage-discharge
relation throughout the entire range of stage experienced at the gauging station. A complete
control is independent of all downstream conditions at all stages such as a rock ledge
crossing the channel at the crest of a rapid or a waterfall.

Compound control.Generally a single control is not effective for the entire range of
stage expeIienced at the gauging station. For that case the gauging station have a compound
control station. The compowld control sometimes includes two section controls, as well as

9



channel control. A common example of compound control is the situation where section
control is the control for low stages and channel control is effective at high stages.

Partial control. A partial control is a control that acts in concert with another control

in stage whenever a compound control is present. Generally section control is effective
during low stages and channel control is effective during high stages. At intemlediate stages
a transition from one control to the other. During this transition period the two controls act
in concert, each as a p8.ltial control.

2.3 Types of Stage-Discharge Relation

According to the shape and fonn of stage-discharge relationship it can be classified
as below:

1. Simple stage-discharge relation.

2. Looped stage-discharge relation or looped Rating curve.
3. Component stage-discharge relation.

2.3.1 Simple Stage-Discharge Relation

It implies definite discharge value correspond to definite water level whatever changes
of discharge may take place. Directly proportional relationship between gauge height and ~,
discharge values normally is observed during a limited period of time. Sometimes it is
observed during a several years period, in that case it is temporarily disturbed by seasonal
phenomena such as variable back-water from tributary streams or from the return of
overbank storage, by aquatic vegetation which grows seasonally in the channel or by 8.Itificial
control etc. But in this case the directly proportional relationship is observed after the
disturbing phenomenon expires. Directly proportional stage-discharge relationship is
graphically' expressed by one curve.

According to the duration of validity of directly proportional stage-discharge
relationship it can be divided into two types:

a. Temporary stage-discharge relation

b. Long-term stage-disch8.l'ge relation

Temporary stage-discharge relation is one which valid not more than 1'h to 2 years. Long-
teml stage-discharge relation valid for longer period.

10



2.3.2 Looped Rating Curve

During flood stage-discharge relation curve is established, by one for the rise and
another for the recession of the flood. Then these two curves togetherly form a curve which
is called loop curve.

If discharge versus water level plotted in normal scale the curve shows rise of the
flood on the right part of the flood loop and fall of the flood on the left part of the loop
and in most cases depth sounding data show no bottom deformations. In other words it
means that cross-section areas data versus water level plotting show directly proportional
relationship.

Flood loops are characteristic for long stretches of rivers having no considerable
tributaries. Considerable quantity of tributary water eliminates flood loop existence. Another
condition for flood loop existence is a small water slope. That is why loops are never
observed in mountainous rivers and in minor plain rivers. The rate of water level variations
(i.e. rise and fall) is also of importance for flood loop existence. When rate of water level
change is great, a flood loop may appear even in medium size of rivers.

Generally in a single peak flood, the loop would be of the shape shown in Fig. 2.1.
In the lower part of the loop the two branches join together and form one curve which is
the lower part of the steady flow regime curve (directly proportional relationship). Steady
flow regime is such that the discharge and water level changes gradually that would not
cause the difference of water slope during the rise and the fall of the flood. Relationship of
such regime is shown in Fig. 2.1 by dotted line.

The point of departure from the stability regime curve indicates the starting of rise
of the flood and the point of departure from the recession curve indicates the end of
recession flood. In upper part of the rising and falling curve should be joined by smoothly
rounding off. The higllest point of the loop, the point of conjugation is situated on the
steady flow regime curve, which is important for extrapolation of loop rating curve. The
point of maximum discharge should be situated on the rising curve, a little lower from the
highest water level. The time of maximum discharge occurs before the time of attaining
maximum water level. When the loop is not wide then maximum discharge may coincide with
the highest water level.

11



Each separate flood or each wave of multi-peak flood is correspond to its own

independent loop like rating curve as sho'wn in Fig. 2.2.

The deviation of the rising curve towards the abscissa from the steady flow regime

curve would generally depend on the intensity of change of water level with time i.e. hit.
The value of hit, can be estimated by the inclination angle of the line of rise or fallon the

hydro graph. The steeper the line of the hydro graph, the more the loop curve deviates from

the steady flow regime curve as shown in Fig. 2.2. With the consideration of the range of

water level for flood I, the rise of flood I is more intensive than the rise of flood II, and the

fall is less intensive. Accordingly the branches of the loop of flood I are situated more to

the right from the branches of the loop of flood II.

When channel deformation or backwater takes place, the curves of steady flow

regime for different floods may have different positions and. the positions of the loop

branches may not be depend on the change of water level intensity. Fig. 2.2 shows flood
loop for different floods.

2.3.3 Component Rating Curve

One part of rating curve constituting a single variable directly proportional

relationship and another part constituting an unstable relationship are called component
rating curve.

2.4 Factors Affecting Stage-Discharge Relation

The stability or lack of stability of stage-discharge relation at the site of a gauge

station is mainly related to the natural configuration of river, vegetal cover of river bed and

bank and overflow area at upstream and downstream from the gauge. These cliaracteristics

collectively constitute the factors which determine the stage-discharge relation. The principal

features which control the stage-discharge relation are: (a) scour and fill in tillstable

channel,(b) changing channel configuration,(c) aquatic vegetation, (d) back-water, (e) rapidly

changing discharge,(f) variable channel storage and (g) ice.

(a). Scour and fill in unstable channel. In fixed channel well-defined stage-discharge

relationship can be developed that shows minor shifting. An alluvial channel is one where

the bed is composed of unconsolidated silts, sands and gravels, So instability mainly occurs

12
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in alluvial channel. Because of changing configuration of the channel bed, stage-discharge
relations in alluvial channels are continually changing with time. These changes cause the
change of shape and position of stage-discharge relation from time to time and from flood
to flood. Fig. 2.3(a) shows the stage-discharge relation for an alluvial channel for North
Platte river Torrington Wyo. Two curves have been drawn to define the limits of the stage-

discharge relation as determined by measurements made over a period of approximately ten
years.

The manner in which the stage-discharge relation for an alluvial stre!lIll varies is not
completely understood. It is assumed that it shifts between two limiting curves which
converge at high stage.

(b). Changing channel configuration. Channel configuration may change as the result.
of its modification by dredging, the constmction of bridges, or the encroachment of phreatic
vegetation. Fig. 2.3(b) shows an eX!lIllpleof the effects of channel dredging. This channel"
was cleaned in 1949, at which time the stage-discharge relation moved from curve 1 to curve

2. Following this work, the channel began to fill and to become obstructed by the regrowtJl
of vegetation along its banks. The relation has been moving progressively back toward the
original condition, having reached curve 3 by 1960. The dashed curve 4 represents a
temporary condition, when ice j!lIlls downstre!lIll from the hygrometric station caused
backwater.

(c). Aquatic vegetation. The effed of the growth of aquatic vegetation is to reduce

the channel cross-section -and increase the roughness, so it decreases the conveyance,
thereby increasing the stage from vegetation free condition for a given discharge. Under
vegetation condition, stage-discharge curve deflects to the left of the stage-discharge relation
curve of vegetation free condition. When vegetation dies, the curve moves to the right of
vegetation growth curve. It should be mentioned that with the increases of discharge,
influences of aquatic vegetation will be less. So in large rivers it is negligible.

(d). Backwater. If variable backwater or highly unsteady flow occurs at a gauging
station, a single-valued stage-discharge relation does not exist. A third variable, fall or rate
of change of stage (also slope, or rate of change of discharge may be used) will have to be
included in order to define the discharge rating. This condition is produced when the

15



normal water surface slope is decreased as the result of the normal stage being increased at
some point downstream. Backwater is caused by constriction such as narrow reaches of a
stream channel or artificial structures such as dams or bridges. If the backwater from fixed
obstructions is always the same at a given stage, the discharge rating is a function of stage
only.

The effect of backwater is determined by introducing the fall through a reach of
channel downstream from the hydrometric station as a third variable. This is graphically
incorporated into a three dimensional stage-fall-discharge relation. Stage-fall-discharge
rating is established from observation of (a) stage at a base gauge, (b) the fall of water
surface between the base gauge and an auxiliary gauge downstream and (c) the discharge.

If stage-fall-discharge is affected by the variable backwater in all stages then
correction is applied by constant-fall method. When the relation is affected only when the
stage rises above a p8.lticular value the normal-fall method is applied.

The effect of stage-discharge relation by variable backwater nearly uniform channel,
it is seen that with the increase of fall the curve is shifted toward right.

At some stations a simple single-gauge rating is applicable at low discharge when the
surface slope is comparatively steep, while at higher discharges when the slope becomes

more flat the discharge is affected by variable backwater. Critical values of the fall dividing
these two regions are termed the normal-fall. When the points at which backwater has no
effect will group to the extreme right.

(e). Rapidly changing discharge. If the discharge changes rapidly during a
measurement, the slope of the water surface will be either greater or less than that for a

constant stage, depending on whether the discharge is increasing or decreasing. Where slope

is very flat the stage-discharge relation is frequently affected by the superimposed slope of

the rising and falling limb of a passing flood wave. During the rising stage the discharge is
greater than that for the same stage at steady flow conditions. Similarly for any given gauge
height discharge is less than that for the steady flow conditions. So stage-discharge relation
form a loop.

16
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V=c,(RS

WDR=--
W+2D'

P=W+2D,A=WD,

(1). Variable channel storage. Some streams occupy relatively small channels during
low flows, but overflow onto wide flood plains during high discharges. On the rising stage
the flow away from the stream causes a steeper slope than that for a constant discharge and
produces a highly variable discharges with distance along the channel. After passage of the
flood crest, the water reenters the stream and again causes an unsteady flow, together with
a stream slope less than that for constant discharge. The effect on the stage-discharge
relation is to produce what is called a loop rating for each flood. This is illustrated by Fig.
2.3(c).

For rectangular cross-section

in Which V is the mean velocity, C is a factor of flow resistance, R the hydraulic radius and
Sthe slope of the energy line.
Discharge is given by

(g). Ice. Ice in a stream cross-section increases wetted perimeter greatly and the
resistance to flow also increases and the reduces cross-sectional area, thus the stage for a
given discharge is increased. The effect of ice formation and thawing is very complex and

the temporal stage-discharge relation can only be determined by a series of discharge
measurements, using stage, temperature and precipitation records as a guide for interpolation
between measurements,

1
Q=AV=AC..(RS=AC[ AS] ,

P

in which Q is the discharge, A the cross-sectional area and P is the wetted perimeter.

1 1 3 1
or Q=CWD[ WDS] '=CWS'D' [_W_],

W+2D ' W+2D

in which W is the width and D the water depth.

2.5 Theory of the Logarithmic Rating Curve
The Chezy lmiform flow formula is
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For a veIYwide channel, (W+2D) is approximately equal to W. Hence the equation

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)
Q = K (h-a)D

Q = cwSI rJ
= KrJ/2

K = CWS/2 is a constant.

D = effective head or depth to zero flow.

Q = K (h-a)JI2

= 2 for a triangular section

m = 1 for rectangular section

= 3/2 for a concave section of parabolic shape

The general equation relating stage with discharge is therefore as follows:

becomes

For gauge height h and for gauge reading at zero flow il. eqn (2.1) can be written as

Similarly it can be shown for section of other shapes

Q = K(h-a)(2m'I)/l

where

where

For veIYwide streams where W = W+2D, eqn (2.1) is valid and exponent n is equal
to 312. For deep narrow streams, where W «(W+2D), effect of increasing exponent in eqn
(2.1), changes in the factor of flow resistance C and slope Swith stage will also affect the
exponent. The net result of all of these factors is that the exponent in eqn (2.3) for relatively
wide rivers with channel control will generally V8JYfrom 1.3 to 1.8. For relatively deep
narrow rivers with section control, the exponent n will almost always be greater than 2.0 and
n:ay often exceed a value of 3.0.

For veIYirregular channels or for non uniform flow, eqn (2.3) cannot be expected
to apply throughout the whole range of stage. Sometimes the curve changes from a parabolic

to complex curve or vice versa. Sometimes the constants and exponents V8JYthroughout the
range.



The logarithmic rating equation is Tarely a straight line or a gentle curve for the

entire range in stage at a gauging station. Even if the same channel cross-section is the

control for all stages, a sharp break in the contour of the cross-section causes a break in

the slope of the rating curve. The constants in eqn (2.3) are related to the physical

characteristics of the contour of channel section.

If the control section changes at various stages, it may be necessary to fit two or

more equations each corresponding to the portion of the range over which the control is

applicable.

If, however, too many changes in the parameters are necessary in order to defme the

relation, then discharge eqn (2.3) may not be suitable and for that case a curve fitted by

visual estimation would be better.

The first derivative of the eqn (2.3) is a measure of the change in discharge resulting

from a corresponding changing in stage.

The first derivative is

dQ/dh = Kn (h-a)o-J

The second-order differences are obtained by differentiating again.The second

derivative is

dlQ/dJf = Kn (n--l) (h-a)o-J

An examination of the second derivative shows that the second-order differences increase

with stage when n is greater than 2 i.e. for section control and decrease with stage when n
is less than 2.0 i.e. for channel control.

2.6 Determination of Stage-Discharge Relationship

Power type equation expressing stage-discharge relation, as given by eqn (2.3) is as

follows:

Q = Q.h-a)o (2.3)

Alternatively stage-discharge relation may also be expressed by parabolic functions of the

form :

(2.4)
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(2.6)

(i) Trial and error procedure. All measured discharges are plotted against
corresponding stage on log-log paper and a median line is drawn through the scatter data
points. Usually this line will be a curved line. Various trial values of a are assumed, one value
for each trial is subtracted or added to the gauge heights of the measurement to obtain

values of (h-a). Discharge Q versus (ira) are then plotted on log-log scale Imtil the plot
obtained form a straight line. The tlial value forming a straight line is the required value of
Il, which is the gauge height of effective zero flow. All the plotted data points may be used
iIi the tJial operation. However it is better to use only a few points selected from the median
line first fitted to the points.

(li) Graphical procedure.

(a) A more direct graphical solution for gauge height 'of zero flow as described by
Johnson (1952) is illustrated in Fig. 2.4(a). Measured discharges are plotted against
corresponding stages on arithmetic paper. A smooth curve is drawn' through the scatter data

points by visual estimation. Three values of discharge Qr' Q
2

and QJ are selected on
geometJic progression such that Q/ = Q, C1. Let hr, ~ and ~ be the gauge heights read
from the curve corresponding to the values of Q), C1 and QJ respectively. In accordance
with the properties of a straight line ali logarithmic plotted paper.

(~_a)2 = (hr-a) (~-a) (2.5)

Expansion of term in eqn (2.4) leads to eqn (2.5) which provides a direct solution

The relation between stage and discharge is determined by con-elating measurements
of discharge Withcon-esponding observations of stage. This con-elation may conveniently be
done using least-squares procedure after determining gauge height of effective zero flow.
The steps for determine the gauge height of effective zero flow are described below:

for a

2.6.1 Determination of gauge height of effective zero flow

The gauge height of effective zero flow can be determined by (i) trial and error
procedure or by (ii) graphical procedure.



(b) This method developed by Prof. Running. The method is based on the
assumption that lower portion of the discharge curve containing three points (a, b and c),
all lie on a parabola shown in Fig. 2.4(b).

AJIdischarge measurements are plotted on arithmetical graph paper. An average line
is drawn through the scatter points has resulted in the solid curved line. Three values of

discharge are selected from known portion of the curve, one of these values should be near
the lower end of the curve and the other value should be near the upper end of the curve.
Then the third intermediate value should be so chosen that all the three values' are in
geometrical progression. Let these three values are represented by a, b and c in Fig 2.4(b)
respectively. VerHcal lines are drawn through a and b and horizontal lines are drawn through

b and c. So as to intersects the vertical at d and e respectively as shown in Fig 2.4(b). A
straight line is drawn through e and d. Another line is also drawn through a and b (join of

a and b), these two lines intersects at f. This point f represents the elevation of the gauge
height at zero flow. Hence the elevation of the point f is tlle value of Il, the gauge height
of effective zero flow.

Effect of gauge height of effective zero flow on the shape of rating curve. We

assumed a value of gauge height at zero flow Il, by which the established rating curve in
logarithmic paper is linear. If the control is in scour then the value of fl decreases, for a

given gauge height (h), the depth (h-fl) increases the new rating curve moves to the right
wiJl.no longer be a straight line but wiJlbe a curve that is concave downward. If the control
becomes built up by deposition the value of fl increases and for a given gauge height, the
depth (h- fl) decreases and the new rating curve moves to the left and is no longer linear but
is a curve that is concave upward.

2.6.2 DeterminatiOn of Exponent wid Co-efficient of Stage-discharge Equation

There are a number of methods available to determine the coefficient and exponent
of power function of tlle form Q= C(h-fl) °and parabolic of the form Q= '1+ bj(h-fl)+ c

r
(h-n)2

Method of least squares widely used is described below:

Method of Least Squares. This method is consists of es(jmation of parameters by
fitting a theoretical function to an empirical distribution, or any other empirical curve. The
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Fig. 2.4Ib) Running method for determination
zero flow. Source: Garg.S.K, Irrigation
Structures,1981.
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(2.7)

S = Ee/=L(lOg Q;-log Q)2=L [log Qr(log C+nlog H)]2

= L(log Qi - log C -- n log H)2

Power type stage-discharge relation Q = C(h-a)D can be written as Q = cII where

at effective zero flow. This a value and cOlTesponding C and n values define the rating

(a) Power Type Stage-discharge Equation. Power type stage-discharge relation is

Q = C(h-a)D.The value of a which yields a perfect linear fit is taken as the gauge reading

sum of square of all deviations of observed points from the fitted function is then minimized
to produce least square.

A function Y = f (X; a, P, y ) is to be fitted to data by determining the best

, estimates a, b, c, .... , of a, P, y ..., Ule analytical method of least squares minimizes the Stun

s= L eJ = L 0';- Y)2 = L f Yi~ f (X; a, P,y )J2 (2.6)

in which Xi' and Yj are coordinates of observed points, a, P and y are replaced by their

estimates 8, b and c, N is the sample size. To obtain the minimum sum of square of eqn

(2.6), all partial derivatives of this sum with respect. to parameters a, b, c, ..... should be zero,
so that

equation. The values of C and n is determined by the method of least squares.

H=(h-a). This equation can simply be transformed to a linear function by taking logarithms

. These partial derivatives give m equations for the determination of m parameters.

so that log Q = log C + b log HI Then from eqn (2.6) we can write



According to the basic condition of the method of least squares from eqn (2.7)

alas ;-2L (logQi-logC-nlogHil ;0ogC

aas;-2L logHi (logQi-logC-NlogHi) ;0n .
These equations can then be written in the following form.
L log Q;= N log C+L log H;

and LJog H; log Q; = log CL log Ht n L log H,2

The solution of these equations gives the estimates log 8 and b which are as follows:

_NLlogH logQ-LlogHLlogQn ----=----~_~~__~
N L(logH) 2_ (LlogH) 2

and log C = (L log Q -. n L log H)/ N

= log Q - N log H; = K (say)
.. log C = Kso C = 10K

Parabolic Stage-Discharge Equation. Parabolic stage-discharge equation

Q = q+ b1(h-Il)+ C](h-8)2can be written as Q= q+ q H + '1 If, where (h-8)= H From the
eqn (3.1) we can write

s= L e2= L (Q- Q)2= L [Q_ (8.+ b, H* c. H2)]2
I I I [ I J I

= L (Q; - q - b] H,-'1 H,2)2

These stun can be minimized with respect to 81' q and '1 by taking the partial
derivatives of S with respect to a!, bl' and c1 and setting the resultant equation to zero.

:~ ;-2L (Qi-a, -b,Hi-c,H1l =0 :~ =-2LHi (Qi-a,-b,Hi-c,H1) =0

aas =-2LH1 (Qi-a,-b,Hi-c,H1) ;0
c1 .

These equations can then be written in the following form known as normal equations.
LQ;= Na,,+LH;+ ci L H}

LHp; = 81LH,+ bl LH,2 + CILH}

LH2s= 81LH
2+b1 LH

J + C. LIt
II I I J I

By solving above three equations the estimates of 81, b1 and '1 can be determined.
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2.7 Uncertainty in the Stage-Discharge Relation

Populations are rarely known in sciences like hydrology, the population properties

of random variables must be estimated from the available data. Inaccurate, deficient or

biased data are lisual1y always available and population properties must be estimated from

these data by some techniques, various errors and infonnation losses are represented as

uncertainty are decreased or optimized by obtaining better data and by using better
statistical technique.

2.7.1 Sources 'of Uncertainties

The sources of uncertainties may be identified by considering a generalized form of
the working equation used for gauging by the velocity area method:

Q=E bd ViJ I'

where Q is the total discharge; b, dj and Vj are the width, depth and mean velocity of the

water in the A:hof the m verticals or segments into, which the cross-section is divided.

The overall uncertainty in the discharge is then composed of:

a). Uncertainties in widths;

b), Uncertainties in depths;

c). Uncertainties in determination of local point velocities;

d). Unceltainties in the use of the velocity area method,

(a) Uncertainties in Width. The measurement of the width between verticals is

nOlmally based on distance measurements from a reference point on the bank. If the

determination is based on the use of a tag line or measurement of the movement of the wire

in the case of a trolley suspension, then the uncertainty in the distance measurement is

usual1y negligible. Where optical means are used to determine the distances, the uncertainty
will depend on the measured distance.

(b) Uncertainties ,in Depth, The lmcertainties in depth shall be determined by the

user, based on the particular method which has been adopted, with due regard to variations '
in water level during the measurement.

(c) Uncertainties in Determination of Local Point Velocities. These will depend on

the accuracy of the apparatus and the technique employed, and on the irregularity of the
velocity distribution in tjme and space.
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Random uncertainties in detennination of the mean velocity. It is not possible to
predict accurately the uncertainties which may arise, but there are four main sOllrces, the
first arising from the limited time of exposure of the current meter, the second arising from

the use of a limited humber of points in a vertical, the third arising from the uncertainty in
the current meter rating, and the fourth arising from the use of a limited number of verticals.

(i) Time of Exposure. The velocity of any point in the cross-section is continuously
and randomly fluctuating with time. Hence a single measurement over a period of say 60 sec
is one sample which may differ from that found over a very long period. In practice it is
found that time of exposure decreases with an increase in velocity.

(ii) Number of Points in a Vertical. As a general mle, the uncertainty decreases as
the number of points per vertical increases. It should be noted that, in the case of the

integration method, the measurement is continuous and the two sources of urlcertainty, Le.

for the number of points and the determination of local point velocities, cannot be
separated. The integration method is therefore subjected to a single source of lillcertainty
only on this account.

(iii) Current Meter Rating. A smaIl uncertainty will arise in the calibration of the
current meter. This will have both a random component and a systematic component, the
former arising from the spread of the calibration points about the line of best fit and the
latter from any systematic shift of that line or systematic error in the rating tank.

(iv) Number of Vertical. The value of the uncertainty depends not only on tlle
number of vert.ical but also on the/size and shape of the channel, the variations in the bed
profile and the horizontal dist.ribution of t.he velocity proftle. It follows that the value in any
particular channel will be peculiar to that channel alone. It can only be determined precisely
if t.he discharge can be measured separately by some more accurat.e method or if an
ext.ensive investigation of the flow at the cross-section of the channel has already been made

(Herechy 1978). The uncert.ainty from this cause decreases with an increase in the number
of vertical.

(d) Uncertaint.ies in t.he Use of t.he Velocity-Area Method. Particularly t.hose
concerned with the number of vertical and the number of points in each vertical. These
uncertainties will also depend on the widt.h of the channel, the ratio of width to dept.h, and
the method of comput.ation used.
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2.7.2 Measurement of Uncertainty

(a) The values of Y as estimated from the regression line are given by Y = a+bX. Then

(2.9)

28

Y=a+bX

= E Y(Y-a-bX) -aE (Y-a-bX) -bE x( Y-a-bX)
N

Uncertainty can be measured by the standard elTor. If we let Y represent the value
of Y for a given values of X as estimated from the equation Y = a+bX. Then a measure of
the scatter about the regression line of Y on X is

S =~E(y-9)2
y.x N

We know Y = a+bX From which we get the normal equations
LY = aN+bLX or, LY~aN-bLX = a
LXY = aLX+bLX2 or, LXY - aLX - bLX2 = a
But L(Y -a-bX) = LY-aN-bLX = a
LX (Y-a-bX) = LXY - aLX - bLX2 = 0

So we get

(b) We know equation of linear regression line is

Y = a+bX (2,8)

which is called the standard error of estimated of Y on X, Standard error of estimate can
. be determined in various way are as follows:

Since regression line always pass through the centroid (X, Y) ,So Eqn (2.8) can be
written as



N sh;.E (y_y)2
s -~L (Y-Y)

2

. Y.X-. N '

N si;.E (X-X) 2, N s~;.E(Y-Y) 2

So Standard en-or of estimate of Y on X is

We know

We know

Eqn (2.8) - eqn (2.9) gives

(Y-Y) ;b(X-X)

29

Total Variation = Unexplained Variation + Explained Variation

The standard en-or of estimate has properties analogous to those of standard
deviation. If we construct lines parallel to the regression line of Y on X at respective
vertical distances Sy.X'2Sy.Xand 3Sy.Xfrom it, then we can find if N is large enough, about
68%, 95% and 99.7% of the sample points will be lied between the lines respectively.

We knowlinearregressionlineof Y = a + bx must pass throughthe oentriodalpoint (X, Y)
it intersects the Y axis at a distance "a" from the odgin, and has a slope b. In other words,

there are three known parameters two of which are sufficient to draw the regression line.
With two constraints the number of degrees of freedom lost is two. Therefore if N is the
mnnber of pairs (Xi'Yi), the mnnber of degrees of freedom; N-2



For power type equation standard errors of estimate derived before can be written
as follows:

(logQ-10gOc)
N-2

.E (Y-9p
N-2

(S~-b2S;) 1/2

N-2

S = L Y"-aL Y-bL XY
a N-2

S=a
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S (logeO) = [ (N-l) (Sloq()-b Sloq(b-.d 1/2
a (N-2)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) . Sa (logeO) =~

(1 ).E (logO)2-1ogCL1ogO-bLlog(h_a) logOSa ogeO = N-l
(b)

(c)

For degree of freedom v : N - 2. Standard error of estimate of Y, (Se)on X can
be written as

standard error of estimate can be writte~ Sy.x=~ ;=;Sy.x . Somodified form of derived

last standard error of estimate can be written as

.Modified standard deviation is ~ = ~ N~l S for small sample, similarly modified

Power type equation of stage-discharge relation is Q: O,h-a)D. To linearize this
taking logarithm on both sides gives, log Q = log C + n log (h-a) which is similar to the
equation, Y : A+BX where Y = log Q, A : log C and X : log (h-a).



Above equations contain natural logarithmic and gives the standard errors in absolute
terms. To get standard error as a percentage, Se(Jo~Q) to be multiplied by 2.30 and by 100
if the calculation is carried out using logarithms to the base 10.

Standard error of estimate S,(Q) as percentage can be determined provided a
logarithmic distribution is used to establish the rating 'equation as follows:

L( 0-OCX100) 2 1

s (0) ~ ;l: [ °c '] "2
e N-2

where Qc' the calculated discharge' from rating curve.

2.8 Reliability of the Stage-Discharge Curve

The stage-discharge curve obtained. from the observed stages and discharges gives
the mean relationship between stage and discharge. Thus, the deviation of a measured

discharges from the stage-discharge curve, within the limits of reliability of the curve gives
(or signify) an estimate of the observational en'or.

The reliability of the stage-discharge curve generally be assessed by one or more of
concepts:

1. Acceptance limits for the discharge observations
2. Confidence limits of the stage-discharge curve.

2.8.1 Acceptance limits for the stage-discharge observations.

The standard deviation is the square root of the mean of squares deviation from the
mean and is a measure of the degree of scatter or dispersion of observed values around their
arithmetic mean. It is one of the important statistical measures. The basic assumptions for
a valid estimation of the standard deviation (i.e. the standard deviation of the error of the
. Observation) are that the error of the observation be normally distributed and independent.
Usually sufficient number of observations are not available for making valid estimates of the
standard deviation over the range of stage. As the errors are known to be proportional to
discharge over a range having same control, a pooled estimate of the percentage of standard
deViation is used.
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x=r;

Percentage of standard deviation may be calculated from the percentage deviations
of discharge taking all the observations together are as follows.

p= (OobS-OC) xl00 %
0c

s =~ (P-P) 2
D N-l

Where, P = percentage deviation

P = mean percentage deviation
Qobs = observed discharge

Qc = discharge estimated by rating curve
Sn = percentage standard deviation

N = number of discharge measurements.

A pair of curves, one each sides at a distance of twice the standard deviation form the stage-
discharge curve is called the control curves and defines the 95% acceptance limits of the

discharges at the corresponding stages. On an average, in 19 out of every 20 measurements,

results should be within these limits. Any point lying beyond the limit of 3 times the

standard deviation can be regarded as the result of faulty measurement. In those cases where
more than one consecutive point, eitller chronologiCally or over a range of stage, appear to

be well on one side of one of the limits, of two standard deviation where this occurs, a
change of the stage-discharge curve is probable. Which means that the calibration of the
station has to be repeated, or a different stage-discharge curve is required due to a shift in
control.

2.8.2 Ninety five percent confidence limits of stage-discharge Curve

The standard error of estimate S/ Q) of the stage-discharge relation niay be
determined by the article 2.7.2. The uncertainty in Q in power type equation like Q = (h-Ill
with N number of observations is expressed as a percentage is given by

ts (0) [1.+ (log6(h-a) -log6(h-a))2 1i
xlOO

• N L (log. (h-a) -loge (h-a) ) 2

where t = student "t" correction at the 95 percent confidence level for N gauging XQis also

referred to as 95% confidence limit of Q or as standard error of the mean relation SOl! Sill!
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at each observation of (h-a) is calculated and the limit will be curve one each side of the

stage discharge relation and shall be minimum at the mean i.e. at . log (b-a) . Standard

s =mI
error of mean relation at the mean is calculated by

Points at a distance of twice the standard error (5)' on either side of the stage-
discharge curve, the pair of curves are called the 95% confidence limits. These limit define
the band-width for which there is a probability of 95% that the tme curve lies within these
limit.

Absence from Bias (signs). The number of positive and negative deviations of the
observed values from the stage-discharge curve drawn by visual estimation shall be evenly
distributed, i.e. the difference in number between the two shall not be more than can be
explained by chance fluctuations.

The test is applied to find out if the curve has been drawn in a sufficiently balanced
lllanner so that the two sets of discharge values, observed and estimated (from the curve),
may be reasonably supposed to represent the same population. This is a very simple test
and can be pelformed by counting the observed points falling on either side of the curve.
If Qj is the observed value and Qc the estimated value, then Q

j
- Q

c
should have an equal

chance of being positive or negative. In other words, the probability of Q
j

- Q
c
being positive

is 1/2. Hence, assuming the successive signs to be independent of each other, the sequence
of the differences may be considered as distributed according to the' binomial law (~ + q)~

2.8.3 Tests for absence from bias and goodness of fit

The tests enumerated below may be applied to portions of curves, each individual
portion being tested for bias separately.
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of P is given by:

This value of t is tested with the percentage of significant level.

Number of observaUons

Number of positive signs

;

=

L (Pi-P) 2

N(N-l)

= Probability of sign being positive
= Probability of sign being negaUve

= Expected number of positive signs
conUnuity correction .

s;
e

N
n.

p

q.

Np

•

Where

t;Jn-NPi-o. S'
..jNpq

(Qi-Qc) xlOO =p
Qc

where N is the number of observations, and p and q, the probabilities of occurrence of
positive and negative values, are 1/2 each. The statistic t

Absence from Bias (values). This test is carned out to determine whether a
particular stage-discharge curve, on average, yields significant under-estimates or over-
estimates as compared to the actual observations on which it is based. The percentage
differences,

percentage differences, and if P is the average of these differences, the standard error S,
are worked out and averaged (P) . If there are N observaUons and PI' PZ...P/'.PHare the

The average percentage P is tested against its standard error to see if it is
significantly different from zero.



The percentage differences have been taken as they are somewhat independent of
the discharge volume and are approximately normally distributed about a zero mean value
for an unbiased curve. The statistic t

Where

P = Average of percentage differences

Se = Standard error of P
This value of t is tested with the percentage of significant level.

Goodness of Fit This test is carried out for long runs of positive and negative
deviations of the observed values from the stage-discharge curve. This test is designed to
ensure a balanced fit in reference to the deviations over different stages.

This test is based on the number of changes or'sign in the series of deviations
- (observed value minus expected value). Write down the signs of deviations in discharge

measurements in ascending order of stage, and, starting from the second sign of the series,
write under each 0 of the sign agrees or 1 if it does not agree with the sign immediately
preceding. For example:

+ - + + + - - + +
11001010

if there are N observations in the original series, there willbe (N - 1) numbers in the derived
series 11001010....:..

If the observed values could be regarded as arising from random fluctuations about
the values estimated from the curve, the probability of a change in sign could be taken to
be 1/2. It should be noted that this assumes that the estimated value is a median rather than
a mean. If N is fairly large (say 25 or more) a practical criterion may be obtained by
assuming successive signs to be independent (Le. by assuming that they arise only from
random fluctuations), so that the number of" 1" (or "(I' s) in the derived sequence of
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(N - 1) members may be judged as a binomial variable with parameters (N _ 1) and 1/2.
The statistic t

Number of observations

Number of changes in signs

=

=

N

n

Where

Further, for goodness of fit, the standard deviation of the percentage deviations
should be as low as possible, consistent with the smoothness of curve. No simple test. is
possible t.o check' the smoothness of curve. As a rule, this should not be great.er than. the
percent.age standard deviation bf the error of discharge measurements by the method used.

P = Probability of changes in sign

q = Probability no changes in sign

(N-l) P = Expected number of changes in sign.
This value of t is tested with the percentage of significant level.

t; !n-(N-l)pb!..:2
./(N-l)pq

Shifts in control features OCcursespecially in alluvial sand bed streams. The primary
cause of changes in natural section controls is the high velocity associated with high
discharge.St.ream channel shift will also occurs at low flow because of aquat.ic and vegetal
growth in the channel or due to debris caugllt in the control section.

The stage-discharge relation usually changes with time either gradually or abruptly'
due to scour and silting. Once a gauging station has been calibrated and the stage-discharge

2.9 Shifting Control

The term shifting control as ordinarily used in connection with measurement of flow
in open channel refers to that condition where stage-discharge relat.ion don't remain
permanent but vary from time to time,either gradually or abruptly, because of changes in
the physical features that fOlm the control for the station.
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cw-vehas been drawn it is required to keep a careful watch to ascertain weather subsequent
check gauging indicate any departure from the established relationship,

Changes in bed conditions over a long time may be detected from a study of the
specific stage-discharge curves, In this method the observed stages with respect to specific
discharges are plotted against time for a number of years, If the stage for the same discharge
plot more or less horizontally with reasonable degree of scatter, tben the channel may be
taken as fairly stable, and it may be assumed that there no significant changes with time in

the bed condition on account of erosion or silting action, For making adjustment for shifting
control the Stout Method is commonly used,

The Stout Method, In this method, the gauge height corresponding to discharge
measurements taken at intervals are corrected so that the discharge values obtained from the
established rating curve may be same as the measured values, From the plot of these
corrections against the chronological dates of measurements, a gauge height correction curve
is made, Corrections from this curve are applied to the recorded gauge heights for the
intervening days between the discharge measurements,

A staff gauge is established at the best available site on the river and reading taken
at appropriate intervals say once a day, Discharge measurements are made as often as once
or twice a week

The measured discharge are plotted against observed gauge height on ordinary scale
and a median curve is fitted to the points, Most of the subsequent discharge measurements
will deviate from the established cw-ve, For points lying above the curve,a small height

.:1 h,is subtracted from the observed gauge height in order to make these points lie on
the curve,That is, minus corrections are applied to all points above the curve, plus
corrections are applied to points lying below the curve (Fig,2,5),

Next, a correction graph is made as shown in Fig,2,5, the plus and minus corrections
are plotted on the date of measurements and the points connected by straight lines or a
smooth curve, Gauge height corrections for each day are obtained directly from this
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Fig. 2.5 The Stout method for correcting stage reading whencontrol is shifting.
Source: Herschy W.Reginal,Stream flow Measurement,1985.



corrections graph. The parts of the graph below the abscissa axis giveminus corrections and
the parts above give plus corrections,

2.10 Discharge Rating in Sandy-streams

In alluvial sand-bed streams, the stage-discharge relation usually changes with time,
either gradually or ablUptly, due to scour and silting in the channel and because of moving

sand dunes and bars. These variations cause the change the shape and position of stage-
discharge relation with both time and magnitude of flow and also from flood to flood.

2.10.1 Mean depth-discharge Relations

A plot of stage against discharge in sandy stream often gives indistinct hydraulic
relationship, Thus hydraulic relation between stage discharge is indeterminate. This is

because neither the bottom nor the sides of these streams are fixed. Plot of stage against
discharge relation for Huerfano River near Undercliffe, Colorado for 1941 and 1942 is shown
in Fig. 2.6. The relation between stage and discharge is indeterminate.

The effect of variation in bottom elevation is eliminated by replacing stage by
hydraulic radius or mean depth for wide channel. Determination of the elevation of zero flow
is difficult, So determination of the elevation of zero flow can be avoided if one use
hydraulic radius or mean depth in case of wide channel instead' of stage. So attempted can
be made to correlate hydraulic radius or mean depth with discharge,
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Fig. 2.6 Stage-discharge re] ation for Huerfano River near
Undercliffe, Colo. from Dawdy(196l).
Source: WMO,Operational Hydrology,1980.
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Chapter 3
STAGE-DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT IN BANGLADESH

3.1 General

The Directorate of Surface Water Hydrology-1 of Bangladesh Water Development
Board '(BWDB) is the Plimary organization which collects stage and discharge data.
Bangladesh Inland Water Transport Authority (BIWTA) also collects stage. Besides SWMC

(SUlface Water Modelling Center), RRI (River Research Institute), FAP-3 (Flood Action
Plan) are collecting stage and discharge data through BWDB in the recent years.

3.2 Stage Measurement

The stage of a stream is the height of the water surface above an established datum
plane. Stages are measured by systematic observations of non-recording and recording
gauge. Generally non-recording gauges are used. Most gauges are vertical wooden staff
graduated meter and centimeters. For recording gauges Steven's auto water level recorders
of float type whose tape is graduated in centimeter and meter and water level recorded on
a continuous trip chart are used. For nontidal, flushy and hilly river mean daily water level
obtained by averaging the water levels at 0600, 0900, 1200, 1500 and 1800 hI'S. For tidal
stations time and heights of high and low water levels are measured. All water levels are
made with the reference from P.W.D. datum.

Gauges are secured to bridges, piers or any other fixed stmctures where available.
On account of shoaling on unstable bank the gauges are fixed with a temporary pile driven
in the bed of the river to ensure a good stability. In these case gauge is shifted with the rise
and fall of water levels which required resurvey of the gauge zero. Normal procedure is to
survey gauge zero at every month or immediately after shifting or any disturbance. In some

river where a good number water level stations are available, consistency of upstream and
downstream data are tested. All collected water levels are send to the surface water

Hydrology-II, where data are scmtinized, analyzed, complied 'and finally stored for future
requirements when necessary.

3.3 Discharge Measurement

Discharge measurement requires the determination of the cross-sectional area of a
stream and a sufficient number of velo'city measurements across the section to permit the



detemlination of the average velocity. BWDB uses velocity area method to determine
discharge and cross-section measurcd by mean-dcpths mcthod.

To measure velocity two types of cun-ent meters are used. The WATT bucket type
and the AOIT's propeller type. WAIT's bucket type cun-ent meter are used in small rivers
and AOITs propeneI' type are used in major rivers. Launches and catamarans are used as
a gauging crafts on major rivers. Thesc arc specially equipped with hydrological winches,
ECO-sounders etc. On small river observations are taken from bridges, cOlmtry boats.

Number of pockets depends on tbe width of tbe river. In flow measurement the width of the
stream is generaJIy divided into twenty of more segments of approximately equal cross-

sectional area, such that discharge passing through any two vertical doesn't exceeds 10%of

the total flow. Sometimes more than 100 verticals are taken for discharge measurement in
large river. Water Depth at each Vertical is taken with the help of wailing rod, gauging real

or by sOlmding. Two points method is used to calculate velocity, one at 0.2 and other at 0.8
of water deptb. Where single obscrvation is made, 0.6 of water depth is considered.

Discharges are measured seasonally or continuously and generally weakly or
fortnightly. Discharge stations undcr tidal influence (during dry period) are generally gauged

during monsoon only when their effects are completely subdued by the fresh water floods.
In spite of considerable tidal influence discharge measurement in some stations are taken
round all thc year e.g. BhagyakuJ.

3.4 Stage Discharge Relationship

Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) follows hydrological year starting
from 1st April to 31st March of the next calendar year. Stage-discharge rclationship is
developed in each year at each station. Stage-discharge relation is expressed by power
rclation of the form Q = C (h-a)D. The gauge height con-esponding to zero flow a is

determined graphically by plotting log Q and log (il-a) for different asswned values of n, till
. a straight line is obtained. After detemlining gauge height of effective zero flow, regression
analysis is done to relate stage with discharge by the method of least squares. 'Usually co-

efficient of correlation and percentage of .errors of rating are detemlined. One curve is

generally developed for the whole range of water levels, two curves where necessary. Stage-

discharge relation is developcd in each year at each station. Stage and discharge
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measurements are plotted on a log-log paper with stage along ordinate and discharge along
abscissa.

All the discharge and water level measurements carried out from 1966 to 1990 at

Bahadurabad and Hardange Bridge leading to a rating curves plotted during a study carried

under the Flood Action Plan (FAP 25 ,1993) which is shown in Fig. 3.1. They observed a

considerable scatter. This scatter may be partly due to change in the physical systems such

as erosion, aggravation and moving bed forms and partly as a result of random or systematic

errors in discharge measurement. They fOlmd looped effects due to varying water sUlface

slopes dUling rising and receding part of the flood are not significant.

The study also developed a set of new annual rating curves for Bahadurabad.

Hardinge Bridge and Baroria from 1985 to 1989 (FAP 25,1993). Each annual rating curve

has fitted with two or three-steps power nmction of equation Q = C (h-a)o. They fOlmd

extrapolation at Hardinage Bridge is easy most of the time because highest discharge

measurement is close to the highest observed water level in a particular year. At

Bahadurabad and Baruia extrapolation are done by considering rating curve slopes. Rating

curves are shown in Fig. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 for Bahadurabad, Hardinage Bridge and Banlria

respectively for the 1985 to 1989. In general the new rating curves are not much more
different from BWDB derived rating curves.

Rating curve on secondary stations such as Kanaighat, Jari'a Jhangail, Kamila and

Mohadebpur has also been computed (FAP 25,1993). They compute rating curves on Atrai

river for the station Mohadebpur from 1965 to 1973 and 1975, and found one step function.

3.5 Discussion

Generally BWDB developed rating curve yearly, based on the total number of

discharge measurements at each station in the hydrologic year and also includes some values

from the previous and the following year for consistency purposes. Sometimes a few

discharge measurements are omitted without having any reasonable justification, for getting.

better correlation between stage and discharge. Usually co-efficient of correlations and

percentage of en'ors of rating are determined. No test for absence of bias and goodness of

fit of stage-discharge relationship is done for checking reliability.
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Chapter 4
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The objective of this study is to investigate the stage-discharge relationship of Atrai
river.This is a long river and it inWally enters into the territory of Bangladesh at Panchagarh
with the name Koratoya and at further downstream it is renamed as Atrai near Khanshama

Thana of Dinajpur. For the present analysis, the river has been divided into two reaches viz.
upper and lower Atrai. The upper Atrai is considered to extend from Panchagarh to
Dinajpur before entering into India. The lower Atrai is considered where it reenters into
Bangladesh from Naogaon, upto its outfalls at Hurasagar.Two gauge and discharge stations
were selected in each of the upper and lower reaches. The names of the gauging stations are
Panchagarh aud Bushirbandar in the upper reach and Mohadebpur and Atrai on the lower
reach. Data for the 1981-90 period for each of the four gauging stations were used in this
study.

4.1 Source of Data

For the analysis of stage-discharge relationship four discharge stations of Atrai river
were selected. As mentioned before these gauging stations are located at Panchagarh,
Bushirbandar, Mohadebpur and Atrai. All informations such as date, mean velocity, width
and discharge were collected from the Directorate of S\lIface Water Hydrology-2 under
Bangladesh Water Development Board.

4.2 Choice of Time Period

Hydrological year in Bangladesh is considered from 1st April to 31st March of the
next calendar year. This is probably done to ensure continuous record through both
monsoon and dry season. All analyses of this study were performed on the basis of
hydrological year.

4.3 Choice of Data

Stage-discharge data for the period from 1981 to 1990 were collected from BWDB.
Data were compiled and consistency was checked. As mentioned in Section 2.8.1 , any data
point lying beyond the limit three times the standard deviation was not taken into
consideration in the development of stage-discharge relations.
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4.7 Graphical Comparisons of the Stage-discharge curves by Years,
Stage-discharge curves of different years on each station were investigated graphically

t.o study the st.ability of t.he relationship.

4.6 Graphical Comparison of the Stage-discharge OlrVes of Different Stations

Stage-discharge curves of different st.ations for the same year were compared
graphically to study, if there is any systematic trend in its shape.

Method of Analysis

Steps of analysis perfonned in this study are succinctly described below:

The analysis consists of two parts: (i) developmenr of rating curve for each year of
record and each of four selected stations, and (ii) tests for absence from bias and goodness
of fit.

As an alternative to stage-discharge relations, mean depth-discharge relationship
were also developed. As discussed ment.ioned in Section 2.10 mean depth-discharge relations
are sometimes used for sandy streanls. The purpose of this part of analysis was to see
whether depth-discharge relationship is more suitable than stage-discharge relation.

4.4

4.4.1 Development of stage-discharge and mean depth-discharge relationship

Two types of rating curves were developed by fit.ting (i) power type functions and (ii)
parabolic functions to the observed stage-discharge data for each of the selected stations
by least square method as explained in Section 2.6.2. Similarly, power type and parabolic
relations were developed.
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4.4.2 Tests for absence from bias and goodness of fit

Two tests for absence from bias as described in Section 2.8.3 were employed here.
Goodness of fit of the rating curves were examined by the method as described in
Section 2.8.3

4.5 Comparison between Stage-discharge Power Type and Parabolic Relationship

Power type and parabolic stage-discharge relationship were compared using the co-
efficient of correlations and standard deviat.ions.

,



4.8 Comparison of Rating curve between Established curves and BWDB Curves.

For comparing stage-discharge relationships with BWDB, the coefficients of
correlation and standard errors of mean relation at mean were. compared.

4.9 .Comparison of Stage-discharge with Mean Depth-discharge Relationships

Power type and parabolic relationships of stage-discharge were compared with mean

depth-discharge relation to see whether mean depth-discharge relation is more suitable than
stage-discharge relation.
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Chapter 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A succession of analysis, as outlined in Chapter 4 was perfonned using spread sheet
on micro-computer. In this chapter the results are presented and discussed.

5.1 Stage-discharge Relationship of Atrai River

Two types of equations were selected for establishing stage-discharge relation
(i) Power type and (ii) Parabolic.

5.1.1 Power type and parabolic stage-discharge relations

Power type and parabolic stage-discharge relationships were separately developed
using methods of least squares .for each year of record and for four selected stations.
Summwy of these rating curves are presented in Table 5.1. Power type stage-discharge
relations are given detailed in Appendix A in Table 1 to 4. Similarly parabolic relationships
are given in Appendix A, Table 5 to 8.

5.1.2 Tests for absence from bias and goodness of fit

Two types of tests were perfonned to judge the suitability of each rating curve
developed above. These are (i) test for absence from bias (signs), (li) test for absence from
bias (values) and (iii) test for goodness of fit. SUmmwy of these tests are presented in Table
5.2. The detail test results are given in Appendix A, Table 9 to 32.

5.2 Selection of Type of Relation

Comparison of power type and parabolic stage-discharge relationships are presented
in Table 5.3(a) to 5.3(d) for Panchagarh, Bushirbandar, Mohadebpur and Atrai respectively.

Suitability of the relation depends on tests of bias and goodness of fit. In most cases
both the power and parabolic relation, tests of bias and goodness of fit were found
acceptable. So they cannot be compared.

Co-efficients of correlation and standard errors of estimate are another criterion for
comP!!ring the suitability of the different type of equations. In most cases, co-efficients of
correlation were found nearly equal in both the relations. So correlation co-efficients are not
strictly comparable.
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Table 5.1 Summary of Power and Parabolic Stage-discharge Relations ofAtrai River at different stations.

Power Equation Q' Clh-a)o • Parabolic Equation Q' 'It bjlh-a)t cjlh-al2

Station Year Power Equation
Parabolic Equation

C n Coefficient a1 bj c j Coefficientof
-ofcorrelation
correlationPanch agar 1981-82 23.5698 2.9200 0.9861 75.1855 -167.156 11l.4455 0.964782-83 18.8212 2.2113 0.7829 80.4262 -162.143 97.0834 0.980183-84 0.4277 4. 7846 0.902 135.222 -152.928 45.6048 0.943484-85 54.5965 1.173 3 0.9449 10.6757 -9.1584 55.6853 0.941186-87 32.7867 1.3569 0.9760 5.0222 36.0859 3.2853 0.987287-88 5.8364 3.7535 0.9849 96.8560 -171.752 82.2177 0.981188-89 30.1003 2.5987 0.9892 6.8212 -33.515 59.6251 0.998689-90 29.3599 2.3271 0.979 9.5773 -31.765 5U97l 0.98538ushirbandar 1982-83 10.0308 3.0446 0.9368 18.7864 -54,2705 45.2997 0.976783-84 15.7207 2.9665 0.9907 4.4524 -41.8829 58.4267 0.989184-85 39.4685 2.3439 0.9868 6.4469 -25.9803 62.5247 0.982285-86 52.7252 2.0302 - 0.9909 31. 9526 56.0885 36.5842 0.996186-87 14,2364 3.0441 0.9941 37.9169 -89.8718 65.8994 0.988987-88 24.0262 2.6068 0.9902 2.3564 35.1549 57.5796 0.995588-89 54.5144 2.3446 0.9846 38.9335 38.9335 51.9875 0.997989-90 69.9727 2.0459 0.9941 14.6833 32.6343 83.7219 0.9946Hohadebpur 1981'82 30.4554 - 1.8626 0.9923 12.2412 24.7407 19.5676 0.999082-83 9.5583 2.3843 0.9802 32.7524 19.3297 31.9983 0.994083-84 6.3598 2.5808 0.9927 17.1382 -4.5009 17.4720 0.994784-85 5.2459 2.6898 0.9717 13.0106 -26.7716 20.2471 0.991985-86 25.6218 1. 9885 0.9919 9.2574 11.7084 23.2012 0.993586-87 14.7546 2.3661 0.9984 9.8945 -3.4949 25.6454 0.996987-88 4,2281 2.7348 0.9801 115.803 -117.079 34. 3420 0.993588-89 22.7397 2.0536 0.9981 21.6203 26.8731 19.8730 0.998989-901al 37.0787 1.7314 0.998 11.6201 45.251 14.8263 0.98489-90Ib) 13.7817 2.5458 0.998 38.9886 -65.7629 43.1821 0.997Atrai 1981-82 _ 9.3157 2.3052 0.9878 57.5794 -69.0794 27.6624 0.987482-83 0.0909 4.3016 0.9742 206.644 137.717 23.4515 0.992983-84 0.3117 3.6525 0.9814 218.2011 -144.63 24.3641 0.988184-85 - 0.1359 4.0984 0.9940 272.645 -176.561 28.0266 0.959185-86 0.3542 3.6434 0.9896 229.2107 -158.414 27.1339 0.932487-88 3.0419 2.8821 0.9801 90.869 -91.7635 27.6701 0.994489-90 0.6489 3.4679 0.988 89.7271 -85.5197 21.1358 0.9751



Table 5.2 Summary of Test Results of Bias and Goodness of Fit of
Power and Parabolic Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai River.

Station Vear Power Equation Parabolic Equation
Test of 8ias Test of Test of Bias Test ofGoodness of Goodness ofSigns Values Pit Sign s Values fitPancbagar 1981-82 t t t t82-83 t t t t83-84 t t t t84-85 t t t t86-87 t t t t t t87-88 t t t t t -88-89 t t t t t t89090 + + + t + +Bushirbandar 1982-83 + + + +83-84 t + + +84-85 + t t +85-86 t t + +86-87 + t t +87-88. + + + t + +B8-89 + t + t + t-89-90 + + t + t +Hohadebpur 1981-82 + +82-83 t +83-84 t +84-85 t +

B5-B6 + t86-87 + +
87-B8 + + +88-89 + + +89-901al t +8HOlb) t +

Atrai . 1981-B2 + + + +82-B3 t + + +83-84 t t t t84-85 t t t t85-B6 t t - t t -87-BB t t t t89-90 t t + t

level
level

Note: + Accepted at 5% significance
Rejected at 5% significance
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Table 5.3(a) Comparison of Stage-discharge of Power and ParabolicRelations of Atrai river at Panchagarh

Year Coefficient of Standard deviationcorrelation (So)
Power Parabolic Power Parabolic

1981-82 0.9861 0.9647 19.512 19.62182-83 0.7829 0.9801 17.594 6.85883-84 0.9432 0.9434 13.263 14.55184-85 0.9449 0.9411 16.251 11.24286-87 0.976 0.9872 4.207 3.71187-88 0.9849 0.9811 7.7258 8.16988-89 0.9892 0.9986 7.0308 3.56989-90 0.979 0.9853 8.65 8.660

So = Standard deviation of Q values around established rating curve.

Table 5.3(b) Comparison of Stage~Discharge of Power and Parabolic
Relations of Atrai River at Bushirbandar

Year Coefficient of Standard deviatfoncorrelation (S )
Power Parabolic Power Parabolic

1982-83 0.9368 0.9767 15.980 15.34083-84 0.9907 0.9891 36.649 24.33684-85 0.9868 0.9822 36.900 33.78285-86 0.9909 0.9961 31.452 17.26186-87 0.9941 0.9889 11.510 10.98587-88 0.9902 0.9955 34.194 18.65488-89 0.9846 0.9979 32.103 9.90989-90 0.9941 0.9946 22.894 22.286

So = Standard deviation of Q values around established rating curve.
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Table 5.3(c) Comparison of Stage-Discharge of Power and ParabolicRelations of Atrai River at Mohadebpur

Year Coefficient of Standard deviationCorrelation (So)
Power Parabolic Power Parabolic

1981-82 0.9923 0.9990 7.037 6.60682-83 0.9802 0.9940 33.498 17.22683-84 0.9927 0.9947 41.121 20.36584-85 0.9717 0.9919 39.119 25.91285-86 0.9919 0.9935 23.319 22.87886-87 0.9984 0.9969 21.736 13.48887-88 0.9801 0.9935 48.160 30.87088-89 0.9981 0.9989 17.023 9.02889-90(a) 0.998 0.984 30.364 28.02689-90(b) 0.998 0.997 9.933 10.098

SQ = Standard deviation of Q values around established rating curve.

Table 5.3(d) Comparison of Stage-Discharge of Power and ParabolicRelations of Atrai River at Atrai.

Year Coefficient of Standard deviationCorrelation
(So)

Power Parabolic Power Parabolic
.1981-82 0.9878 0.9874 33.958 28.88282-83 0.9742 0.9929 17.844 17.75283-84 0.9814 0.9881 24.269 25.49484-85 0.9940 0.9591 52.678 54.42285-86 0.9896 0.9324 72.365 74.68387-88 0.9801 0.9944 21.974 25.15189-90 0.988 0.9751 44.9251 39.397

SQ = Standard deviation of Q values around established rating curve.
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The standard errors of estimate cannot be compared with each other since they are
in different units. For parabolic equation the standard error of estimate is always same
whether in positive or negative direction from the established curve. But when logarithmic
estimating equation is 'used, the standard error of estimate is always in percentage. So it will
be different in positive or negative direction with respect to the established curve. Generally

at higher discharge standard error of estimate in power type equation gives higher value than
that of parabolic equation, since its unit is in percentage.

Water levels for two standard errors of estimate, one for negative error and other for
positive error were determined where power type and parabolic relations are equal, and are
presented in Table 5.4(a) to 5.4(d). It were found that water level of negative direction
standard error of estimate were greater than that of positive direction standard errors. So for
comparing purpose water level of negative direction standard errors of estimate were used.
Because, water level above these parabolic relations are better than powers relations. From
the Table 5.4(a) to 5.4(d), the maximum value of X, the ratio of the difference between
negative direction two standard errors water level and lowest water level ( L.W.L) and
difference between highest and lowest water level (H), among the years, for Panchagarh,
BushirBandar, Mohadebpur and Atrai is 0.740, 0.912 and 0.62 respectively. So parabolic
relation is better than that of power type above the water level (0.740 H + L.W.L), (0.623

H+L.W.L), (0.912H+L.W.L) and (O.62H+L.W.L) for Panchagarh, BushirBandar, Mohadebptu'
and Atrai respectively, So it can be concluded that water level (0.912H+L.W.L) to above,
parabolic relation is better than the power type for four stations.

Another criterion is used for comparing the suitability of power type and parabolic

equation is So=~E' (~Qc) 2 , Where Q~ the discharge from the curve, Q the observed

discharge valu,es correspond to the gailge height and SQ the standard deviation of the Q

values around the established rating curve. Smaller value of the SQ is the better one. By
comparing SQ values, parabolic relations were found better than that of power types.

But it was found that parabolic relationships yield negative values for low water level
in most cases. But power type relations never give negative values of discharge. To avoid
negative values of discharge at low water level power relations are better than that of
parabolic relations. But parabolic relationships yielded positive values for high water level.
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Table 5.4(a) Water levels of Panchagarh where two standard errors of
estimate of power type and parabolic relations are equal.

Year Highest Lowes t Standard Error of Water level X
Water Level Water Level estimate [m)
IH.i. L) [L.W. LI
1m1 [mI Power Type Parabolic hi h 2
.

81-82 69.113 67.666 19.79 \ 21.838 68.736 68.508 O. J40

82-83 69.075 67.681 . 47.34 \ 7.513 68.127 67.734 0.320

83-84 69.610 67.125 36.78 \ 15.718 68.802 68.401 0.630

84-85 69.370 . 67.83 30.40 \ 12.194 68.698 68.300 0.564

8H7 70.03 67.63 19.96 \ 3.956 68.175 67.972 0.22J

87-88 68.99 67.53 19.56 \ 8.646 68.4 68.222 0.596

88-89 69.56 67.415 19.09 \ 3.795 67.956 67.831 0.241

89-90 69.175 67,38 27.03 \ 9.208 68.243 67.994 o .481

Table 5.4(b) Water levels of Bushirbandar where two standard errors
of estimate of power type and parabolic relations are equal.

Year Highest Lowest Standard Error of Water level X
Water Level Water Level estimate [m)
IH.i. LI IL.UI
lal la I Power Type Par abo 1ic hi h J

82-83 37.79 35.9J5 40.05 \ 16.805 36.766 36.347 0.436

83-84 3U5 35.975 15.92 \ 26.397 37.458 37.221 0.554

84-85 38.92 35.967 22.64 \ 36.814 37.m 37.078 0.496

85-86 39.18 35.967 17.81 \ 18.909 37.025 36.778 0.329

8H7 37.66 35.964 12.02 \ 11.865 37.020 36.871 0.622

87-88 39.41 35.964 18.13 \ 19.885 37.173 36.924 0.347

88-89 38.755 . 36.133 22.67 \ 10.486 36,650 36.4JO 0.197

89-90 38.95 36.11 17.02 \ 23.695 37.291 37.059 o . 416

Note:hj and h, are the water levels of tiO standard errors of estinate at negative and positive direction respectively,
where power and parabolic relations are equal.
X, the ratio of the difference between negative direction of two standard errors iater level and lowest iater level and
difference between highest and lowest iater level.
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Table 5.4(c) Water levels of Mohadebpur where two standard errors of
estimate of power type and parabolic relations are equal.

Year Highest Lo~est Standard Brror of Water level XWater Level Water Level estioate (91IH. W. LI (L. W. L)
Parabolicr 0) (ml Po~er Type hI hI

81-82 17.968 13.442 16.03 \ 7.280 14.256 14.043 0.179
82-83 18.401 13.31 i6.30 \ 18.771 14.937 14.426 0.319
83-84 18.62 13.31 17.29 I 22.090 15.553 15.124 0.422
84-85 18.88 13.37 37.71 \ 28.106 15.327 14.578 0.355
85-86 lUI5 13.64 20.46 I 24.815 15.53 I 15.082 0.365
86-87 18.02 13.64 8.17 I 14. 465 15.768 15.571 0.486
87-88 IU2 13. 18 30.45 I 32.742 15.578 14.853 0.425
88-89 18.0 13.18 8.46 I 9.624 14.854 14,673 0.347

189-901.a 18.21 13.08 11.53 \ 33.498 16.264 15.827 0.621-(89-901.b 16.38 13.36 6.71 \ 11.128 15.088 14.948 0.572

Table 5.4(d) Water levels of Atrai where two standard errors of
estimate of power type and parabolic relations are equal.

Year Highest Lo~est Standard Brror of Water level XWater Level Water Level estiaate (al(H.W.LI IL. W. LI
Paraboiic191 la) Po~er Type hI h,

81-82 13.451 U03 25.39 \ 31.474 11.454 10.779 o .570
82-83 13.370. 7.830 39.86 \ 19.345 10.494 9.699 0.781
83-84 13.485 7.830 33.46 \ 27.652 11.039 10.197 0.567
84-85 13.250 7.870 21.24 \ 59.029 12.730 12.065 0.903
85-86 13.615 7.870 27.10 \ 81.005 13.111 12.167 0.912
87-88 14.025 8.43 34,684 \ 26.618 10.714 9.979 0.408
89-90 13.330 9.'050 16.53 \ 42.393 II. 973 11. 438 0.683

Note:h1 and hI are the water levels of t~o standard errors of estioate at negative and positive direction respectively,
~here power and parabolic relations are equal.
X, the ratio of the difference between negative direction of two standard errors ~ater level and lowest water level and
difference bet~een highest and lowest water level.
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Water level (0.91H+L.W.L) and above, two standard errors of estimate of parabolic relations
were found smaller than power types. For this reason it can be concluded that for
extrapolation purpose at high water level parabolic relations were found better than that of
power type relations.

5.3 Graphical Comparison of Stage-Discharge Curves of Different Stations

Only power type stage-discharge relations of 1981-1990 were plotted on a
rectangular co-ordinate for the stations namely Panchagarh, Bushirbandar, Mohadebpur and

Atrai. Generally upstream stage-discharge curve is stepper than the down-stream cw'Ve.Such
type of relations are not fOlmd significantly. This is due to fluctuation of water levels among

the reach, which causes changing of water surface slope from station to station and also year
to year. Also changes of water surface slopes and cross-sectional areas between the gauging
stations are not proportional for each year may be another cause behind this. Discharge at
downstream section is higher than that of upstream section. But most of the years discharges
at station Atrai were less than upstream station Mohadebpur. Because at the upstream some
discharges were diverted from Atrai river to FaJdmj river. So most of the years length of the

rating cUrves of Atrai found shorter than that of the Mohadebpur. Stage-discharge relation
of different stations are shown in Fig. 5.1(a) to 5.1(i).

5.4 Graphical Comparisons of Stage-discharge Curves by Years

For comparing stage-discharge relationships water level versus discharge were plotted
by years in each station namely Panchagarh, Bushirbandar, Mohadebpur and Atrai.

Panchagarh Station. Water level versus diSChargefor. various years were plotted as
shown in Fig.5.2(a). Among the minimwn water levels, minimum was in the year 1989-90
and maximum in 1983-84. Among the maximum water levels, minimum was in the year
1987-88 and maximum in 1986-87.

Among the maximum water levels, the curve 1986-87 was higher than that of 1988-
. 89. But, the cW'Veof 1988-89 produced maximum discharge. This may mainly happened due

to approach velocity and other responsible factors were area, slope or their combinations.
On the other hand water level of 1983-84 is higher than that of 1988-89. But discharge of
1988-89 is higher than 1983-84. The curves of 1983-84 and 1988-89 are not comparable

due to non-availability of data for the curve of 1983-84. The shape of all the curves depend
on the magnitude of the exponents.
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Bushirbandar Station. Discharge mainly depends on approach velocity, as approach
velocity is the function of area, width, roughness co-efficient, perimeter and slope.

Among the minimum water levels in different years the lowest was in the yea.rs 1986-
87 and 1987-88 and highest was in the year 1988-89 as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). Among the

maximum water levels, the curve of 1987-88 was the highest and lowest in 1986-87.
Approach velocity of 1989-90 was the greatest among all the years. But approach velocity
of 1987-88 was nearly equal to that of 1989-90. As the area of 1987-88 was much greater
than that of 1989-90, so curve of 1987-88 produced maximum discharge. The shape of the
curves depend on the magnitude of their exponents.

Mohadebpur station. Shift in control was found in the year 1989-90. So two rating
curves have developed in the year 1989-90. as shown in Fig 5.2(c).

Among the minimum water levels in different years the lowest was in the year 1989-
90(a) and the highest was in the years 1985-86 and 1986-87. Among the maximum water
levels minimum was in the year 1989-90(b) and maximum was the year 1987-88.

Maximum approach velocity occuned in the year 1987-88 and minimum in 1989-90.
Area was also maximum in the year 1987-88. Probably due to maximum approach velocity
maximum discharge occurs in 1987-88. But water level maximum was maximum in the year

1984-85. Water level of 1987-88 was nearly equal to the water level of 1987-88. Rating curve
drawn on the basis of stage-discharge equation shows discharge of 1984-85 is slightly larger

than that of the curVe 1987-88. The shape of the curves depend on the magnitude of their
exponents. Magnitude of the exponent in the year 1987-88 is the maximum and minimum
in 1989-90(aj.

Atrai Station. From the analysis of established rating curves no substantial shift in
control was found. Water levels versus discharges were plotted for different years as shown
in Fig 5.2(d). Among the minimum water levels, water level was 1982-83 and 1983-84 was
the lowest and 1989-90 was the highest. Among the maximum water levels, the year 1987-

88was maximum and 1984-85 was the minimum. Among the different years maximum water
level occuned in 1987-88 and appr~ach velocity of this year also maximum. So rating curve
of 1987-88 produced maximum discharge. Approach velocity may be the major reason
behind this.



Mainly the magnitude of the exponent indicates' the curvature of the rating curve.
Magnitude of the exponents in the year 1982-83 is the maximum and 1981-82 is the
minimum. Thus curvature for the year 1982-83 is steeper than that of 1981-82.

For a given diScharge there was a considerable water level difference for each station
namely Panchagar, Bushirbandar, Mohadebpur and Atrai. These may be due to temporary

shifting of stations towards upstream: At Panch agar the station may be reshifted to original
position at 1987-88, this possibility was investigated and no record of station shifting existed.

At Panchagar there is a systematic development in the slope of th'e rating curve, if
1981-82 is taken as a base year then the rating curve gets steeper till 1986-87, then trend
in the slope of the curve is reversed and 1988-89 curve becomes almost similar to 1981-82.
Tills phenomenon is also observed at Atrai and MOhadebpur though it is not as pronounced
as shown at Panchagar. One possible reason could be that there was a built up on river bed
or the river aggradation dUring 1981-82 to 1986-87 season. Then the liver could be adjusting
back to the original profile. A study in the changes of longitudinal profJ.1eof the river could
confirm this assumption. However statistical analysis showed that no shift in controlOccurred.

5.5 Comparison of Rating curve' between Established curves and BWDB curves

For comparing established stage-discharge relationsillps .withBWDB, the coefficients
of correlation and standard errors of mean relation at mean were compared and are
presented in Table 5.5(a) to 5.5(d). Standard errors of mean relation at mean of BWDB

curves were calculated from the stage-discharge relations. No significant difference between
of the coeffiCients of correlation were found. Most of the years standard errors of mean

relation at mean of BWDB curves are slightly greater than that of established curves. In
establishing BWDB curves sometimes a few diScharges are omitted without any reasonable
justification, for getting better correlation between stages and diSCharges.Established rating'
curves of different stations are shown in Fig. 5.3(a) to 5.6(a) and BWDB curves are
presented in Fig. 5.3(b) to 5.6(b).

5.6 Comparison of Stage-Discharge with Mean Depth-discharge Relationsillp

Power type and parabolic mean depth-discharge relationships were separately
developed using methods of least squares for each year of record and for four selected
stations. SUmmary of these rating curves are presented in Table 5.6. Power type stage-
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Fig. 5.2(a). Comparison of stage-discharge curves of Atrai river
at Panchgarh by years.
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Fig_ 5.2(b). Comparison of stage-discharge curves of Atrai river
at Bushirbandar by years.
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Fig. 5.2(c). Comparison of stage--discharge curves of Atrai river
at Mohadebpur by years.
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Fig. 5.2(d). Comparison of stage-discharge curves of Atrai river
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Note: Sir' Percentage of standard error of the mean relation at 95\ confidence limits

Table 5.5(a) Comparison of Power Type Established Curves
with BwnB Curves at Panchagarh

Year Established Curve BWDB Curve
No. Obs. Coefficiants of 2 Smr No. Obs. Coefficiants of 2 SirINI Correlation I+ II (N) Correlation (+\1

82-83 18 0.782 26.8 7 Ja 0.784 28.08
83-84 21 0.943 18.96 21 0.943 18,92
84-85 )0 0.944 16.16 20 0.932 18.51

II 0.994 11.6987-88 28 0.985 7.01
18 0.997 4.30

7.13 11 0.998 7.1388-89 26 0.989
13 0.9994.72 4.72

Table 5.5(b) Comparison of Power Type Established Curves
with BwnB Curves at Bushirbandar.

Year Established Curve BWDB Curve
No. Obs. Co-efficiants of 2 Sir No. Obs. Co-efficiants of 2 SEtIN) Correlation 1+ \1 (NI Correlation (+\1

7 0.999 5.0B2-83 18 0.937 19.07
12 0.9B3 11.55

83-B4 20 0.991 6.68 20 0.994 6.83
84-85 19 0.9B7 10.99 18 0.983 12.68
85-86 18 0.991 8.96 19 0.989 10.43
86-87 21 0.994 5.45 20 0.996 5.80
87-88 25 0.990 7;43 25 0.990 7.52

9 . O.9B8 8.42
88-89 28 0.985 9.01 9 0.993 7.14

II 0.985 5.09
89-90 26 0.994 6.61 11 0.992 9.33

11 0.992 5.23



Table5.5(c) Comparison of Power Type Established Curves
with BWDB Curves at Mohadebpur.

Year Established Curve BWOBCurve
No. Obs. Coefficiants of 2 SI[ No. Ohs. Coef!iciants of 2 SIf(N) Correlation (+ %) (N) Correlation 1+ %1

B2-83 19 0.980 lUI 17 0.978 16.22

12 0.998 8.7785-86 20 0.992 9.48
. 10 0.999 5.02

86-87 23 0.998 3.49 23 0.998 3.87
19 0.997 5.6387-88 27 0.980 11.75

. 8 0.972 4. 97
88-89 25 0.998 3.62 23 0.997 5.18

(89-901.A 10 0.998 9.13 8 0.988 lUI
189-901.B 17 0.998 3.30 18 0.995 3.89

Table 5.5(d) Comparison of Power Type Established Curveswith BWDB 'Curves at Atrai.

Year Estah1ished Curve BWOBCurve
No. Obs. Coefficiants of 2 SI[ No. Obs. Coefficiants of 2 SI[i INI Correlation (+ %I INI Correlation (+%1

82-83 19 0.974 17.72 19 0.961 23.34
83-84 20 0.981 15. J4 19 0.971 17.61

11 U23 19.6085-86 20 0.989 IUO
14 0.984 15.45

87-88 28 0.980 11.60 28 0.980 IU9
89-90 22 0.988 7.33 21 0.994 5.93

Note: SI[= Percentage of standard error of the 'ean relation at 95\ confidence limits
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Fig. b.3(a) Ratitlg CI~rve of Parlchagar-h for 1983-84
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Fig. 5.4(a) Ratir19 Cur-ve of Busl~ir~banda,~ fOI- 1983-84
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Fig. 5.5(a) Rating curve of Mohadebpur for 1986-87
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Fig. 5.6(a) Rating Cur-ve of At,-ai foe- 198.3-84
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Table 5.6 Summary Df Power and Parabolic Mean Depth-dischargeRelations of Atrai River.

Station Year Power Equation Parabolic Equation
K n Coefficient . a b c Coefficientof

ofCorrelation
Correlation

Panchaqarh 1981-82 124.9548 1.5455 0,9642 -13,531 105.6769 39.421 0.99782-83 51.5457 0.9641 0.6842 19,842 -51.3194 110.7707 0,975286-87 26.4667 1.3531 0.7812 -15.664 62.7106 -11.6545 0.637087-88 44.1l2J 1.5686 0.9127 -19,027 90.1198 -10.8459 0,770488-89 65.5345 U662 0.941 88.483 - 362.004 346.68 0,923889-90 53.4973 2.0445 0.9060 -55.392 196.1799 -64. 7344 0,6982
Bushirbandar 1982-83 8D.3822 1.8798 0.8576 -41.280 127.0969 18.0872 0,78986-87 167.6053 3.0537 0.8339 -163.674 397.3259 -54.6952 0,928787-88 103,3589 2.5029 0.9778 -141.124 284. 7748 19.001 0.982588-89 139,0377 1.6619 0,9226 -26.890 117.2991 82.1567 0,984489-90 85.6384 1.2684 0.6951 89.879 -JJI. 34J 203.6954 0.8803

Kohadebpur 1981-82 16,7456 2,3225 0,9897 39.552 -58.533. 38.3555 0,997982-83 14,5491 2.3581 0,9815 30.976 -51.6147 -36.2522 0.985883-84 16,1403 U856 0,9957 103,635 -141.018 56.4196 0,992284-85 90.1156 U095 0,9952 8,134 -16.6355 28.8926 0.957286-87 1U281 2.4866 0,995 20,620 -44.0893 37,3468 0,996487-88 12,9279 2.5444 0.9924 36,957 -67.2187 43,4882 0,993688-89 9.8774 2.647 0,9923 -60.801 39.8052 17,821 0,992089-90.a 7.8794 2.8708 0.996 26.424 6,1177 27.1367 0,955589-9U 14.1576 2.5932 0.996 -54. 8J6 31.4451 24.6460 0,9960

Atrai 1981-82 0,0514 5.3131 0.966 427,236 294.047 52.7455 0,99J482-83 0.3253 3.8708 0,8725 315.555 152.865 -8.4805 0,756383-84 0.2389 U256 0,9764 J77.578 -211.892 40.8798 0,974087-88 0.00343 6,4736 0,8572 826.127 -477.492 68.8814 0.985689-90 0,01189 5,72058 0.969 200.492 -182.94 34.6618 0,973
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discharge relations are given detailed in Appendix A in Table 33 to 36. Similarly parabolic
relationships are given in Appendix A, Table 37 to 40.

For compaJing relationship of power type and paJ'abolic equations of stage-discharge
with mean depth-discharge for Panchagarh, Bushirbandar, Mohadebpur, and Atrai aJ'e
presented in table 5.7(a) to 5.7(d) and 5.8(a) to 5.8(d) respectively.

In the above mentioned stations, both the power and parabolic equations of stage-
discharge relation were better fitted than that of mean depth-discharge relations.
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Table 5.7(a) Comparison of Power Type Equations Between
Stage-Discharge and Mean-Depth Discharge Relations of TheAtrai at Panchagarh

Year Coefficient of % Standard Error ofCorrelation Estimate of Q
H Vs Q M Vs Q H Vs Q M Vs Q

1981-82 0.9861 0.9642 19.79 31.6482-83 0.7829 0.6842 47.34 55.5086-87 0.9760 0.7812 19.96 57.2287-88 0.9849 0.9127 19.55 46.1288-89 0.9892 0.9410 19.09 44.0889-90 0.9790 0.9060 27.30 56.69

H Vs Q = Stage-discharge relation

M Vs Q = Mean depth-discharge relation

Table 5.7(b) Comparison of Power Type Equation Between
Stage-Discharge and Mean-Depth Discharge Relation ofBushirbandar

Year Coefficient of % Standard Error ofcorrelation Estamate of Q
H Vs Q M Vs Q H Vs Q M Vs Q

1982-83 0.9907 0.8576 40.05 58.9186-87 0.9942 0.8339 12.02 61.4687-88 0.9902 0.9778 18.13 27.2388-89 0.9715 0.9226 30.74 50.0489-90 0.9941 0.6951 17.02 112.69

H Vs Q = Stage-discharge relation

M Vs Q = Mean depth discharge relation
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Table 5.7(c) Comparison of Power Type Equation Between
'Stage-Discharge and Mean-Depth Discharge Relations of
ThB Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year Coefficient of % Standard Error of
correlation Estimate of Q

H Vs Q M Vs Q H Vs Q M Vs Q

1981-82 0.9923 0.9897 16.03 18.52
82-83 0.9802 0.9815 26.30 25.47
83-84 0.9927 0.9957 17.29 13.25
84-85 0.9717 0.9952 37.71 15.54
86-87 0.9984 0.9950 8.17 14.22
87-88 0.9866 0.9924 25.09 18.92
88-89 0.997 0.9925 10.8 17.09
89-90 0.9935 0.9867 17.77 25.62

H Vs Q ~ Stage-discharge relation

M Vs Q ~ Mean depth discharge relation

Table 5.7(d) Comparison of Power Type Equation Between
Stage-Discharge and Mean Depth-Discharge Relations of
Atrai River at Atrai

Year Coefficient of % Standard Error of
Correlation

Estimate 'of Q
H Vs Q M Vs Q H Vs Q M Vs Q

1981-82 0.9878 0.9660 . 25.39 42.24
82-83 0.9765 0.8725 38.10 86.4
83-84 0.9814 0.9764 33.46 33.18
87-88 0.9179 0.8572 85.52 110.78

H Vs Q ~ Stage~discharge relation

M Vs Q ~ Mean depth discharge relation
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Table 5.8(a) Comparison of Parabolic Type Equation Between
Stage-Discharge and Mean-Depth Discharge Relations of The
Atrai at Panchagar

Year Coefficient of Standard Error of
Correlation Estimate of.Q
H Vs Q M Vs Q H Vs Q M Vs Q

1981-82 0.9647 0.9970 21.382 6.178
82-83 0.9801 0.9752 7.513 8.365
86-87 0.9872 0.6370 3.951 19.149
87-88 0.9811 0:7704 8.645 28.475

I 88-89 0.9986 0.9238 3.795 27.054
89-90 0.9853 0.6982 9.207 38.639

H Vs Q = Stage-discharge relation

M Vs Q = Mean depth-discharge relation

Table 5.8(b) Comparison of Parabolic Type Equation Between
Stage-Discharge and Mean Depth-Discharge Relations of The
Atrai at Bushirbandar

Year Coefficient of Standard Error of
Correlation Estimate of Q

H Vs Q M Vs Q H Vs Q M Vs Q

1982-83 0.9767 0.7890 16.804 48.077
86-87 0.9889 0.9287 11.865 29.658
87-88 0.9955 0.9825 19.885 38.896
88-89 0.9979 0.9844 10.487 28.676
89-90 0.9946 0.8803 23.695 108.349

H Vs Q = Stage-discharge relation

M Vs Q = Mean depth discharge relation
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M Vs Q = Mean depth-discharge relation

M Vs Q
24.789
110.708
41.177
42.730
44.145

H Vs Q
31.47
19.34
27.65
25.617
42.393

Standard Error of
Estimate of Q

M Vs Q
0.9924
0.7563
0.9740
0.9856
0.973

H Vs Q
0.9874
0.9929
0.9881
0.9944
0.975i

Coefficiant of
Correlati.on

Year

1981-82
82-83
83-84
87-88
89-90

Table 5.8Ic) Comparison of Parabolic Type Equation Between
Stage-Discharge and Mean Depth-Discharge Relations of
The Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year Coefficiant of Standard Error ofCorrelation EStiwate of Q
H Vs Q M Vs Q Ii Vs Q M Vs Q

1981-82 0.9990 0.9979 7.279 10.92382-83 0.9910 0.9858 18.771 28.71883-84 0.9947 0.9922 22.089 26.7.7584-85 0.9919 0.9572 28.106 64.00386-87 0.9969 0.9964 14.464 16.66387-88 0.9935 0.9936 32.742 32.30988-89 0.9989 0.992 9.624 25.30789-90Ia) 0.984 0.9555 33.498 85.52689-90(b) 0.997 0.966 lJ..127 13.9922

Ii Vs Q = Stage-discharge relation
M Vs Q = Mean depth-discharge relation

Tabl~ S.8(d) Comparison of Parabolic Type Equation Between
Stage-Discharge and Mean Depth-Discharge Relations of
Atrai River at Atrai.

H Vs Q = Stage-discharge relation
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present' study was aimed at establishing stage-discharge relationship of Atrai
river at some selected stations analytically. Stage-discharge relationships of different stations
were investigated by establishing Power type and Parabolic equations. The reliability of
stage-discharge relationships were also investigated. As an alternative to stage-discharge
relationship, mean depth was correlated to discharge.

On the basis of this study the following conclusions can' be drawn:
1. All the equations are free from bias.

2. Both POwer type and parabolic equations on average do not significantly

under-estimates or over-estimate discharge as compared to actual
observations on which it is based.

3. Na shifting control is found.

4. For low water level, power type relation is better than parabolic type relation.
While for higher water level (O.912H+L.W.L), H the difference of highest 1ll1d
lowest water level, parabolic equation is better than that of power type
equation.

5. Stage-discharge curves for different stations are not significantly comparable.
6. Power and Parabolic st~ge-discharge equations are better fitted than that of

Mean depth discharge relations.

Recommendation for Further Study

1. Similar type of study may conducted for other rivers in Bangladesh.

2. To determine shift control in stage-discharge relation (h-Q), sediment
transported by the river may be correlated with (h-Q).
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Table-l Power Type Stage-Discharge Relations of the Atraiat Panchagarh

Year No. Obs. o = C Ib-aiD
INI

81.82 19 0= 23.5698 IH6.938212.9100
82-83 18 o =18.8212 IH7 .00) 1.1113
83-84 21 o = 0.4277 IH5.9B9l1U846
8H5 20 0= 54.5965 IH7.US2)1.17JJ
86-87 25 Q = 32.7867 IH7.3802) 1.3569
87-88 28 Q = 5.8364 IH6.5968)J,75J5
88-89 26 Q = 30.1003 IH7.040712,5987
89-90 26 Q = 29.35997 Ih-67.0558)2.J271

Table-2 Power Type Stage-Discharge Relations of the Atraiat Bushirbandar

Year No. Obs. Q = Clh-a)D
INI

82-83 18 Q=10. OJOBlh'34. 9569) UH6
8H4 20 Q=15. 72071h- 35.1214 12.9665
8H5 19 Q=39.4685Ih-35.4244)1.J4J9
85-86 18 Q=52. 72521h - 35.4891) 2.0302

,

8H7 21 Q=l4.2 3641h - 35.0567) UHI
87-88 25 Q=24. 02621h- J5. 2578 12. 6068
88-89 28 Q=54.5lH Ih. J5. 627512. JH6
89-90 26 Q=69.9727Ih-35.7745)2.0459
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Table-3 Power Type Stage-Discharge Relations of the Atrai
at Mohadebpur

Year HO.Obs. Q ~ c(b-aln
(HI

81-82 17 Q~30. 4554 [b-12. 903311,8626

82-83 19 Q~9.5583Ib-12.3557IJ,J84J

83-84 20 Q~6, 35981b- 12.14151 U808

84-85 20 Q~5, 2459 (b-12. 268812,6898

85-86 20 Q~25, 62181H3 .118611,9885
"

Q~I4. 75461H2. 81251 J.J66186-87 23
I 87-88 27 Q~4.2281Ib-Il,9511,7J48

88-89 25 Q~22. 7397Ib-12, 5741 2.05J6

189-901.A 10 Q~37. 0787Ib-12. 76111. 7Jl4

189-901,8 17 Q~13. 7817 (H2 .36221 um

Table-4 Power Type Stage-Discharge Relations of Atrai river
at Atrai

Year Ho, Obs, Q ~ ,clb-aln
(HI

81-82 19 , Q~9. 3157 (h-8. 040 11U051

82-83 19 Q~O, 090918 (b-5. 814,301836

83-84 20 Q~O. 3117 (h-6. 01561 1.6525

84-85 20 Q~O.l 3591h-5. 97851 4.0984

85-86 20 Q~O. 35421h-6, 28851 J, 64145

87 -88 28 Q~3, 0419 (b-7 .28211.88215

89-90 22 Q~O, 6489481h-6 .10 1),4679
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Table-5 Parabolic Stage-Discharge Relations of the Atraiat Panchagarh

Year No, of
Q" alIbi Ih-a)ICl (h-a)2Obs,

(NI

81-82 19
Q"75, 1855-167, 1561H6, 9382) 1111, 44551h -66,938212

81-83 18
Q"80,4262-162,143Ih-67,001197,08396Ih_67,00)2

83-84 21
Q"135,222-152.928Ih-65,98911145,6048Ih_65,989112

84-85 20
Q"10,j757-9,1584Ih-67,7152)155.6853(h_67,715212

86-87 25
Q"5,0222136,0859Ih-67,3809113.2853Ih_67,3809) 2

87-88 28
Q"96, 8560-171, 7521H6, 5968) 182,2177 IH6, 5968) 2

88-89 26
Q"6, 821 2- 33,515 IH7, 0407) 159, 62511H 7,040712

89-90 26
Q"9, 5 773- 31.765 IH7, 05581 151, 19711H7. 055812

.Table-6 Parabolic Equation of Stage-Discharge Relation ofthe Atrai at Bushirbandar

Year No. of
Q" a)lb) Ih-ailc

i
Ih-a)2Obs

IN)

82-83 )8
Q"18, 7861-54 ,2705Ih-34, 95691 145.2997Ih- 34,956912

83-84 20
Q"-4. 4524-41, 88291h- 35,1274) 158, 42671h- 35,1274) 2

84-85 19
Q"6. 4469-25,9803 Ih- 35,4244 1162, 524681h- 35,4244) 2

85-86 18
Q"- 31, 9526156.08851h - 35.489]) 136, 58421h- 35,489112

86-87 21
Q"37,9I69-89,8718Ih-35,05611165,8994Ih_35.0561J2

87-88 25
Q"2, 3564,- 35, 15491h- 35,25 78lt5 7,5796 Ih- 35.257812

88-89 28
Q"38,9335'38,9335Ih-35,6275)151.9875(h_35.627512

89-90 26
Q"14,6833-32.6343Ih-35,7745).t83, 7219Ih-35, 774512
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Table-7 Parabolic Equation of Stage-Discharge Relationsof the Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year NO.of
Q 'a,lbi Ib-a)l~ II-a) 2Obs.

INI

81-82 17
Q'-12.2112121.710711-12.90931119.567611_12.9093)2

82-83 19
Q'-32.7521119.329711-12.3557)113.998311_12.355712

83-81 20
Q'-17 .1 38H. 50091 I -1 2 .1 115) 117 . 17201 I -12 .1 11512

8H5 20
Q'-I 3.0106-26.771611 -1 U6881 120.2171 Ih-12. 2688) 2

85-86 20
Q'-9. 2571+ 11.7081 Ih -13 .11 86) 123.2012 Ih-1 3 .118612

86-B7 23
Q'-9. 8915- 3.1949 Ih-12. 8125) 125.6454 Ih-12. 8125) 2

87-88 27 Q'115.803-117.079(h-l1.951134.3420Ih_11.95)2
88-89 26

0'-21.6203126.873061112.5716) 119.873068 Ih12. 571)2
.18HO)a 28 Q'-11. 6201+15.251 Ih-12. 7611+ 11.8263 IH2. 761)2
189-9O)b 17

Q'-38.9886-65.762911-12.3622)113.18211(1_12.362212

Table-B Parabolic Stage-Discharge Relations of Atrai Riverat Atrai.

Year NO.of
Q • ~Ibl (h-allc] Ih-al2Obs.

IN)

81-82 19
Q'57.5794-69.079411-8.0101)127.662111_8.010112

82-83 19 Q'206 .6411137.717 (H .8) 123.15151 IH. 8) 2
83-81 20

Q'218. 2011-1 41.63 1h-6. 0156) 12U611 (H. 0156) 2
8H5 20

Q'J72. 615-176. 5611H. 9785) 128.0266 IH. 978512
85-86 20

Q'229.2107-158.111Ih-6.28851127.133911_6.288512
87-88 28

Q'90. 869-91. 7635 Ih-7. 282) 127.6701 1h-7. 282) 2
89090 22 Q'89. 72711-85.5197IH.I) 121.13578 IH.l) 2
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Table-9 Test for absence from Bias (Signs) of Power Type
Stage-discharge Relations of the Atrai at Panchagar

Year No. Obs .. D.O.P NO.of "to tat5\of Remarks
INI Ive signs Statistic significance

Inl level

81-82 19 17 9 0.0 2.1 1 Accepted
82-83 18 16 8 0.236 2.12 Accepted
83-84 21 21 11 0 2.08 Accepted
84-85 20 18 7 1.118 2.09 Accepted
86-87 25 23 12 0 2.06 Accepted
87-88 28 26 17 0.945 2.05 Accepted
88-89 26 24 11 0.588 2.06 Accepted
89-90 26 24 14 0.196 2.06 Accepted

Table-IO Test for absence from Bias (signs) of Power Type
Stage-discharge Relations of the Atrai at Bushirbandar

Year No. obs. D.O.P No. of "t" tat5\of Remarks
INI IHI Ive signs statistics significance

Inl level

82-83 18 16 10 0.236 2.12 Accepted
83-84 20 18 12 0.671 2.l0 Accepted
81-85 19 17 10 0.0 2.09 Accepted
85-86 18 16 9 -0.236 2.l2 Accepted
86-87 21 19 9 0.136 2.09 Accepted
87-88 25 23 II 0.10 2.07 .Accepted
88-89 28 26 16 0.567 2.06 Accepted
89-90 26 24 13 o.s88 2.06 Accepted

Note: D.O.P'Degrees of freedom
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Table-II Test Result for absence from Bias (signs) of Power Type
Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year No. Obs. D.O.r No. of 't' tat5\of RemarksIH) IN-2) Ive signs statistics significanceIn) Level
81-82 11 15 9 0.0 2.13 Accepted

.

82-83 19 17 10 0.0 J .11 Accepted
83-84 20 18 11 0.224 2.10 Accepted
81-85 20 18 9 0.224 2.10 Accepted
85-86 20 18 11 0.224 2.10 Accepted
86-81 23 21 14 0.834 2.08 Accepted
81-88 21 25 16 0.110 2.06 Accepted
88-89 25 23 12 0.0 2.01 Accepted

189-901.a 10 8 4 0.326 2.31 Accepted
189-901.b 11 15 13 0.194 2.13 Accepted

Table-12 Test Result for absence from Bias (signs) of Power Type
Stage-discharge relations of Atrai river at Atrai.

Year NO.Obs D.O.r Ho. of R-t P tat5\of RemarksIHI IH-li Ive signs statistics significance
(nl Level

81-82 19 11 10 0.0 2.09 Accepted
82-83 19 11 11 0.459 2.09 Accepted
83-84 20 18 12 0.61 2.10 Accepted
84-85 20 18 9 0.224 2.10 Accepted
85-86 20 . 18 10 -o.m 2.10 Accepted
81-88 28 26 16 0.561 2.05 Accepted
89-90 22 20 10 0.213 2.01 Accepted

Hote: D.O.r'Degrees of freedom



Table-13 Test Result for absence from Bias (Values) of Power
Type Stage-discharge relations of Artrai at Panchagarh.

Year No. of D.O.r Mean of Standard •t' 't' at 51 Remarksobs. IN-2) percentage error statistics significanceIN) difference - levelof p-
-p

(~
81-82 19 17 1.771 4.39 0.40 2.11 Accepted82-83 18 16 10.478 12.150 0.862 2.12 Accepted83-84 21 19 6.450 8.685 0.743 2.09 Accepted84-85 20 18 4.454 7.421 0.6 2.10 Accepted86-87 25 23 1.843 4.069 0.453 2.07 Accepted87'88 28 26 1.706 3.426 0.498 2.06 Accepted88-89 26 24 1.706 3.756 0.4511 2.06 Accepted89-90 26 . 21 3.302 5.051 0.651 2.06 Accepted

Table-14 Test Result for Absence from Bias (Values) of Power
Type Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai at Bushirbandar.

Year No. of D.O.r Mean of Standard •t' tat510f RemarksObs. percentage error of statistics significanceIN) difference - level- p
p (spi

82-83 18 16 6.767 8.565 0.7816 2.12 Accepted83-84 20 18 1.056 3.10 0.34 2.10 Accepted84-85 19 17 2.311 5.054 0.457 2.11 Accepted85-86 18 16 1.435 4.126 0.3m 2.12 Accepted86-87 21 19 0.668 2.6504 0.2606 2.09 Accepted87-88 25 lJ 1.50 3.515 0.4265 2.07 Accepted88-89 28 26 2.443 5.845 0.754 2.06 Accepted89-90 26 24 1.318 3.225 0.408 2.06 Accepted
Note: D.O.r'Degrees of freedom
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Table-15 Test Result for absence from Bias (Values) of Power'
Type Stage-discharge relations of Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year No, of D,O,P, Hean of Standard "t' "t"at 5\ of Remakrs
Obs IN-21 percentage error of statistics significance
IHI difference - levelp

- ISelp

81-82 17 15 1.129 3.751 0.301 2.13 Accepted
82-83 19 17 3.001 5.653 0.531 2.11 Accepted

,8J-84 20 18 1.335 3.745 0.356 2.10 Accepted
84-85 20 18 6.279 8.397 0.718 2.10 Accepted
85-86 20 18 1.855 U72 0.424 2.10 Accepted
8H7 23 21 0.302 1.636 0.184 2.08 Accepted
87-88 27 25 4.157 5.533 0.751 2.06 Accepted ,
88-89 25 23 0.337 1.712 0.197 2.07 Accepted

189-901.a 10 8 0.587 3.815 0.156 2.31 Accepted
189-901.b 17 15 0.209 1.499 0.139 2.13 Accepted

Table-16 Test Result for absence from Bias (Values) of Power
Type Stage-discharge relations of Atrai river at Atrai.

Year Ho. of D.O.P. Hean of Standard •t' 't' at 5\ of RemakrsObs IHI percentage error of statistics significance
(HI " difference - levelp

- ISelp

81-82 19 17 2.839 5.642 0.503 2.11 Accepted
82-83 19 17 6.621 8.465 0.801 2.11 Accepted

, 83-84 20 18 4.991 7.378 0.676 2.10 Accepted
84-85 20 18 2.092 4.872 0.129 2.10 Accepted
85-86 20 18 3.209 5.767 0.556 2.10 Accepted
87-88 28 26 4.816 5.419 0.879 2.05 Accepted

189-901 22 20 1.234 3.129 0.360 2.09 ' Accepted
Hate: D.O.P'Degrees of freedom
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Table-17 Test Result for Goodness of Fit of Power Type
Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai river at Panchagarh

Year Ho. of D.O.P HO.of 't' 't' at 5\ of Remarksobs. (H-JI changes statistics significance(HI of sign level
InI.

86-87 J5 J3 15 LOJI 2.07 Accepted
87-88 28 26 9 1.54 2.06 Accepted
88-89 J6 J4 13 0.00 2.06 Accepted
89-90 J6 J4 IJ 0.00 2.06 Accepted

Table-IS Test Result for Goodness of Fit of Power Type
Stage-discharge Relations of the Atrai at Bushirbandar

Year Ho. of D.O.P HO.of 't' 't' at 5\ of Relarksobs. IH-J) changes statistics significanceIHI of sign levelIn)
87-88 25 J3 7 1.837 2.06 Accepted
88-89 28 26 . 9 . 1.54 2.06 Accepted
89-90 26 24 12 0.00 2.06 Accepted
89-90 26 24 12 0.00 2.06 Accepted

Table-19 Test Result for Goodness of Fit of Power Type
Stage-discharge relations of Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year Ho. of D.O. P Ho. of 't' 't' at 5\ of Relarksobs. (HI changes statistics significance
(H) of sign levelInl

87-88 J7 25 8 1.765 2.06 Accepted
88-89 25 23 11 0.0 2.06 Accepted

Hate: D.O.P'Degrees of freedol
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Year Ho. of D.O.F Ho. of 't' 't' at 5\ of Remarksobs. IH-2) changes statistics significanceIHI of sign level
In)

87-88 27 25 1.765 2.06 Accepted

Table-20 Test Result for Goodness of Fit Of Power Type
Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai river at Atrai

Table-21 Test for absence from Bias (Signs) of Parabolic
Stage-discharge Relations tifthe Atrai at Panch agar

Year Ho. Obs. D.O.F HO.of 't' tat5\of Re.arksIH) IH- 3) +ve signs Statistic significanceIn) level

81-82 19 16 7 0.918 2.09 Accepted82-83 18 15 8 0.236 2.13 Accepted83-84 21 18 8 0.873 2.10 Accepted84-85 20 17 6 1.565 2.11 Accepted86-87 25 22 13 0 2.07 Accepted87-88 28 25 13 0.189 2.06 Accepted88-89 26 23 12 0.196 2.07 Accepted89-90 26 23 11 -'- 0.588 2.07 Accepted
Table-22 Test for absence from Bias (signs) of Parabolic
Stage-discharge Relations of the Atrai at Bushirbandar
Year Ho. obs .. O.O.F HO.of 't' tat5\of RemarksIH) (H-31 +ve signs statistics significanceIn) level

82-83 18 15 10 0.236 2.13 Accepted83-84 20 17 11 o.m 2.11 Accepted84-85 19 16 8 0.459 2.12 Accepted85-86 18 15 10 0.236 2.13 Accepted:86-87 21 18 10 0.0 2.10 Accepted87-88 25 22 11 0.40 2.07 Accepted88-89 28 25 13 0.189 . 2.05 Accepted89-90 26 23 11 0.588 2.07 AcceptedHote: D.O.F'Degree 0 rreeoo.
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Table-23 Test Result for absence from Bias (signs) of Parabolic
Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year Ho. Obs. D.O.r Ho. of 't' tat510f Remarks
. IH) (H - 31 +ve signs statistics significance

Inl Level
81-82 17 14 8 0.0 2.11 Accepted
82-83 19 16 8 0.459 2.l2 Accepted
83-81 20 17 10 0.221 2.11 Accepted
84-85 20 11 8 0.611 2.l1 Accepted
85-86 20 11 12 0.611 2.11 Accepted
86-81 23 20 11 0.831 2.09 Accepted
8H8 21 21 12 0.385 . 2.06 Accepted
88-89 25 22 11 0.100 2.06 Accepted

(89-90) .a 10 7 3 0.919 U3 Accepted
(89-90) .b 11 14 10 0.185 2.11 Accepted

Table-24 Test Result for absence from Bias (signs) of Parabolic
stage-discharge relations of Atrai river at Atrai.

Year Ho. Obs. D.O.r Ho. of •t' tat510f Remarks(H) IH- 31 +ve signs statistics significance
. In! Level

81-82 19 16 10 0.0 2.12 Accepted
82-83 19 16 9 0.0 2.12 Accepted
83-81 20 17 9 0.221 2.09 Accepted
84-85 20 17 6 1.565 2.09 Accepted
85-86 20 17 6 1.565 2.09 Accepted
81-88 28 25 15 0.189 2.05 Accepted
89-90 22 19 9 0.61 2.09 Accepted

Hate: D.O.r"Degree of freedom
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Table-25 Test Result for absence .from Bias (Values) of Parabolic
Stage-discharge relations of Atrai at Panchagarh.

Year No. of D.O.P Kean of Standard 't' 't' at 5\ Remarksobs. IN-31 percentage error statistics significanceIK) difference
levelof p-p (s )

81-82 19 16 -1.90 5.735 -0.331 2.12 Accepted82-83 18 15 1.456 10.696 -,-0.136 2.13 Accepted83-84 21 18 -3.113 8.091. -0.385 2.10 Accepted84-85 20 . 17 -0.967 9.186 -0.105 2.11 Accepted86-87 25 22 2.121 4.468 0.475 2.07 Accepted87-88 28 25 0.329 5.052 0.065 2.05 Aecepted88-89 26 23 -0.629 3.539 -0.178 2.07 Accepted8HO 26 23 -3.536 5.975 -0.592 2.07 Accepted

Table-26 Test Result for Absence from Bias (Values) of
Parabolic Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai at Bushirbandar.

Year No. of D.O.p Kean of Standard 't' tat5\of RemarksObs. IN-3) percentage error of statistics significanceIN) difference - level- p
p

r s )
82-83 18 15 0.117 7.731 0.015 2.13 Accepted83-84 20 17 52.471 27.842 1.885 2.11 Accepted84-85 19 16 -3.524 4.704 -0.749 2.12 Accepted85-86 18 15 33.592 21.913 1.532. 2.13 Accepted86-87 21 18 0.061 2.463 0.034 2 .J 0 Accepted87-88 25 22 4.066 5.424 0.750 2.07 Accepted88-89 28 25 38.679 23.319 1.658 2.06 Accepted8HO 26 23 -5.278 4.268 . -1.237 2.07 Accepted

Note: D.O.P'Degree of freedom
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Table-27 Test Result for absence from Bias (Values) of
Parabolic Stage-discharge relations of Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year Ho. of D.O.F. Mean of Standard 't' 't' at 5\ of RemakrsObs IHI percentage error of statistics significance- (H) difference - levelp
- [Selp

81-82 17 11 5.393 5.m 1.031 2.11 Accepted
82-83 .19 16 -10.m 18.117 -0.213 2.12 Accepted
83-81 20 17 53.583 31.902 1.68 2.11 Accepted
8H5 20 17 -3.655 7.012 -0.519 2.11 Accepted
85-86 20 17 18.788 11.011 1.706 2.11 Accepted
86-87 23 20 12.826 7.133 1 .798 2.09 Accepted
87-88 27 21 -0.705 U11 0.385 2.06 Accepted
88-89 25 22 32.666 19.996 1.634 2.07 Accepted

(8HOI.a 10 7 -U9B 6.2JB -0.705 2.36 Accepted
[8HOI.b 17 11 -8.812 1.843 -0.282 2.11 Accepted

Table-28 Test Result for absence from Bias (Values) of
Parabolic Stage-discharge relations of Atrai river at Atrai.

Year Ho. of D.O.F. Mean of Standard 't' 't' at 5\ of Re.akrsObs (M-lI. percentage error of statistics significanceINI difference - levelp

- (Selp

81-82 19 16 0.961 8.623 0.111 2.12 Accepted
8J-B3 19 16 18.441 14.559 1.267 2.12 Accepted
83-81 20 17 92.523 52.827 1.751 2.11 Accepted
8H5 20 17 -55.039 51.236 -1.074 2.11 Accepted
85-86 20 17 -165.842 100.703 -1.647 2.11 Accepted
87-88 28 25 D.905 8.25 0.11 2.06 Accepted

(890901 22 19 3.896 4.86 0.802 2.09 Accepted
Note: O.O.P=Degree of freedo.

•••
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Table-29 Test Result for Goodness of Fit of Parabolic
Stage-discharge Relations of the Atrai at Panchagarh

abolicStage-discharge Relations of the Atrai at Bushirbandar

Year Ho, of D,O,r Hooof 't' 't' at 5% of Remarksobs, IH-3) changes statistics significanceIH) of sign levelIn)
86-87 25 Jl 15 1.021 2.07 Accepted
8H8 28 25 5 3.079 2.06 . dRelecte
88-89 26 23 14 0040 2.07 Accepted
89-90 26 23 11 OolO 2.07 AcceptedTable-30 Test Result for Goodness or Flt or Par
Year Ho 0 of D,Oor Hooof 't' 't' at 5\ of Relarksobs, IH-3) changes statistics significanceIHI of sign levelInl
8H8 25 22 8 1.429 2.07 Accepted
88-89 28 25 11 0,77 2.06 Accepted
89-90 26 23 9 1.20 2.07 Accepted
89-90 26 24 12 0000 2,06 Accepted
Table-31 Test Result for Goodness of Fit of Parabolic
Stage-discharge relations of the Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year Ho 0 of D,OoP Hooof ,It' 't' at 5% of Relarksobso IHI changes statistics significance(HI of sign levelIn)
8H8 27 24 9 1.373 2.06 Accepted
88-89 25 22 5 3.062 2007 Rejected

Table-32 Test Result for Goodness of Fit of Parabolic
Stage-discharge Relations of Atrai river at Atrai

Year Hoo of D,O,r Hooof 't' 't' at 5\ of Remarksobso IH-3) changes statistics significanceIHI of sign levelIn)
8H8 28 25 7 20309 2.06 Rejected

Hote: DoOoP=Degree of freedom
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Table-33 Power Type Mean Depth-discharge Relations of theAtrai at Panchagarh

Year No.of Q =K D" .Obs.
(N)

81-82 19 Q = 124.9548 Dum
82-83 18 Q = 51.5457 DO.9611
86-87 25 Q = 26.4667 DU53!
87-88 28 Q = 44.1122 DU666
88-89 26 Q = 65.5345 D2.2662
89-90 26 Q = 53.4973 D2.0HS

Table-34 Power Type Mean Depth-discharge Relations of The AtraiAt Bushirbandar

Year No.of Q =K D"Obs.
(N)

82-83 18 Q =80.3822 D1.67982
86-87 21 Q = 167.6053 D3.035779
87-88 25 Q = 103.3589 D2.5029
88-89 28 Q = 139.0377 D1.66!9
89-90 26 Q = 85.6384 D1.2681
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Table-35 Power Type Mean Depth-discharge Relations of.The Atraiat Mohadebpur

Year NO.of Q =K Dn
Obs.

(N)

81-82 17 Q = 16.7456 D2.Jm
82-83 19 Q = 14.5491 D2.J58!
83-84 20 Q = 16.1403 DU856
84-85 20 Q = 19.1156 D2.2095
86-87 18 Q = 14.2281 D2.4866
87-88 27 Q = 12.9279 D2•5W

88-8~ 25 Q =9.8774 DUO
(89-90).a 10 Q = 7.8794 D2.8708
(89-90) .b 17 Q = 14.1576 D2.5932

Table-36 Power Type Mean Depth-discharge Relations of Atrairiver at Atrai

Year No.of Q =K Dn
Obs.

(N)

81-82 18 Q = 0.0514 DU!3!
82-83 19 Q = 0.3253 D3.8708
83-84 18 Q = 0.2389 DU256
87-88 28 Q = 0.003434 D6.4736
89-90 22 Q = 0.011885 D5.72058
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Table-37 Parabolic Mean Depth-discharge Relations ofthe Atrai at Panch agar

Year No.of Q = a+b D+c D2Obs.
(N)

81-82 19 Q = -13.5310 + 105.6769 D + 39.4210 D282-83 18 Q = 19.84148 - 51.3194 D + 110.7707 D286-87 25 Q = -15.6635 + 62.7106 D - 11.6545 D287-88 28 Q = -19.0272 + 90.1198 D - 10.8459 D288-89 26 Q 88.4826 362.004 D + 346.68 2 .= - D89-90 26 Q = -55.3921 +196.1799 D - 64.7344 D2

Table-38 Parabolic Mean DePth-discharge Relations ofthe Atrai at Bushirbandar

"Year No. of Q = a+b D+c D2Obs.
(N)

82-83 18 Q = -41.2795 + 127.0969 D + 18.0872 D286-87 21 Q = -163.674 + 397.3259 D - 54.6952 D287-88 25 Q = -141.124 + 284.7748 D + 19.001 D288-89 28 Q = -26.8892 + 117.2991 D + 82.1567 D289-90 26 Q = 89.8788 - 221. 342 D + 203.6954 D2
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Tab1e-39 Parabolic Mean Depth Discharge Relations of
the Atrai at Mohadebpur

Year No.of Q ; a+b D+c D2
Obs.
(N)

81-82 17 Q ; 39.5522 - 58.533 D + 38.3553 D2
82-83 19 Q ; 30.9758 - 51.6147 D - 36.2522 D2
83-84 20 Q ; 103.6353 - 141.018 D + 56.4196 D2
84-85 20 Q ; 8.1335 - 16.6355 D + 28.8926 D2
86-87 18 Q ; 20.6203 - 44.0893 D + 37.3468 D2
87-88 27 Q ; 36.9570 - 67.2187 D + 43.4882 D2
88-89 25 Q ; -60.80 + 39.80516 D - 17.821 D2

89-90(A) 10 . Q ; -26.4237+ 6.11774 + 27.13672 D2
,

31.4451 D +24.64601 D289-90(B) 17 Q ; -54.8259 +

Tab1e-40 Parabolic Mean Depth-discharge Relations of
Atrai river at Atrai.

Year No.of Q ; a+b D+c D2
Obs.
(N)

81-82 18 Q ; 427.2359 - 294.047 D + 52.7455 D2
82-83 19 Q ; 315.555 + 152.8651 D -8.4805 D2
83-84 18 Q ; 277.5775 211.892 D + 40.8798 D2
87-88 28 Q ; 826.1265 - 477.492 D + 68.8814 D2

89-90 22 Q ; 200.4924 182.94 D + 34.66179 D2
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PERCENTILE VALUES (tp)
for

STUDENT'S t DISTRIBUTION
with v degrees of freedom

(shaded area '= p)

Source: R. A. Fisher and F. Yates,St.otistical Table., /0;' Biological, Ag"icultural and
Medical Resea,'ch (5th edition), Table III, Oliver and Boyd Ltd., Edinburgh,
by permission of the authors and publishers.

v .
t.pgS t.90 t,915 t.9.~ t.90 t,80 t.n t.70 t.60 t.551 63.66 31.82 12.71 6.31 3.08 1.376 1.000 .727 .325 .158

2 9.92 6.96 {30 2.92 1.89 1.061 .816 .617 .289 .142
3 5.84 4.54 3.18 2.35 1.64 .978 .765 .584 .277 .137
4 4.50 3.75 2.78 2.13 1.53 .941 .741 .569 .271 .1346 4.03 3.36 2.57 2.02 1.48 .920 .727 .559 .267 .132
6 3.71 3.14 2.45 1.94 1.44 .906 .718 .553 .265 .131
7 3.50 3.00 2.36 1.90 1.42 .896 .711 .549 .263 .130
8 3.36 2.90 2.31 1.86 1.40 .889 .706 .546 .262 .130
9 3.25 2.82 2.26 1.83 1.38 .883 .703 .543 .261 .12910 3.17 2.76 2.23 1.81 1.37 .879 .700 .542 .260 .129

11 3.11 2.72 2.20 1.80 1.36 .876 .697 .540 .260 .129
12 3.06 2.68 2.18 1.78 1.36 .873 .695 .539 .259 .128
13 3.01 2.65 2.16 1.77 1.35 .870 .694 .538 .269 .128
14 2.98 2.62 2.14 1.76 1.34 .868 .692 .537 .258 .12815 2.95 2.60 2.13 1.76 1.34 .866 .691 .536 .258 .128
16 2.92 2.68 2.12 1.75 1.34 .865 .690 .536 .268 .128
17 2.90 2.67 2.11 1.74 1.33 .863 .689 .634 .267 .128
18 2.88 2.56 .2.10 1.73 1.33 .862 .688 .534 .267 .127
19 2.86 2.64 2.09 1.73 1.33 .861 .688 .633 .267 .12720 2.84 2.53 2.09 1.72 1.32 .8GO .687 .533 .257 .127
21 2.83 2.52 2.08 1.72 1.32 .859 .686 .532 .257 .127
22 2.82 2.51 2.07 1.72 1.32 .858 .686 .532 .256 .127
23 2.81 2.50 2.07 1.71 1.32 .858 .685 .532 .256 .127
24 2.80 2.49 2.06 1.71 1.32 .857 .685 .531 .256 .12725 2.79 2.48 2.06 1.71 1.32 .856 .684 .531 .2!j,'; .127
26 2.78 2.48 2.06 1.71 1.32 .856 .684 .531 .256 .127
27 2.77 2.47 )l.95 1.70 1.31 .855 .684 .531 .256 .127
28 2.76 2.47 2.05 1.70 1.31 .855 .683 .530 .256 .127
29 2.76 2.46 2.04 1.70 1.31 .854 .683 .530 .256 .12730 2.75 2.46 2.04 1.70 1.31 .854 .683 .530 .256 .127
40 2.70 2.42 2.02 1.68 1.30 .851 .681 .529 .255 .126
60 2.66 2.39 2.00 1.67 1.30 .848 .679 .527 .254 .126

120 2.62 2.36 1.98 1.66 1.29 .845 .677 .526 .254 .126
~ 2.58 2.33 1.96 1.645 1.28 .842 .674 .524 .253 .126
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